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LANDMARKS OF TBB ASB PROJECT 
Landmarks of the ASE Project 
November, 1982 •••••••••• Kathleen Heim writes to RASD, Services to Adults 
Committee and suggests the study. 
January, 1983 ••••••••••• RASD Services to Adults Committee chaired by 
Neysa Eberhard approves proposal for ALA 
Goal Award. 
April, 1983 ••••••••••••• RASD Services to Adults Committee receives 
notice of ALA Goal Award. 
June, 1983 •••••••••••••• Neysa Eberhard accepts Award on behalf of the 
RASD Services to Adults Committee at 1983 
ALA Inaugural Banquet. 
September, 1983 ••••••••• Heim begins ASE Project at Louisiana 
State University, School of Library and 
Information Science Research Center Annex. 
Harry D. Nuttall is named ASE Coordinator. 
December, 1983 •••••••••• Letters of invitation to ASE Panel to attend 
Hearings at 1984 Midwinter Meeting. 
January, 1984 ••••••••••• First ASE Open hearing attended by Helen Lyman. 
June, 1984 •••••••••••••• ASE Hearing at Annual Conference chaired by 
RASD Service to Adults Committee Chair, 
Thomas T. Jones. 
September, 1984 ••••••••• David Hovde named ASE Coordinator. 
December, 1984 •••••••••• Draft questionnaire distributed with booklet 
for Lyman's 1954 Survey. 
January, 1985 ••••••••••• Midwinter Meeting hearings held to discuss 
questionnaire draft chaired by Thomas T. Jones. 
February, 1985 •••••••••• Hovde begins questionnaire form development. 
July, 1985 •••••••••••••• Revised questionnaire discussed at Annual 
Conference. 
August, 1985 •••••••••••• Gary o. Rolstad named ASE Coordinator. 
December, 1985 •••••••••• Danny P. Wallace joins ASE project as Data 
Analysis Consultant. 
March, 1986 ••••••••••••• Pretest of questionnaire coordinated by Rolstad 
May, 1986 ••••••••••••••• survey sent to over 8000 service outlets at 1,758 
libraries or library systems. 
viii 
June, 1986 • ••••••••••••• status report meeting at ALA Annual Conference 
coordinated by Rolstad. Suzanne Sutton, Chair, 
Services to Adults Conunittee (and Allie Beth Martin 
Award Winner) presides. Lyman and Heim make 
presentations; First ASE Seminar held at LSU, 
"Adult Services in the Public Library." 
July, 1986 •••••••••••••• Reminder cards sent to non-respondents. 
August, 1986 •••••••••••• Connie Van Fleet named ASE Coordinator; 
Second ASE Seminar held at LSU, "Literature 
and Practice of Adult Services in Public Libraries." 
November, 1986 •••••••••• Data entry closes. 
December, 1986 •••••••••• "Adult Services as Reflective of the Changing Role 
of the Public Library" by Heim appears in BQ 
(Winter 1986). 
January, 1987 ••••••••••• Third ASE Seminar held at LSU, "Adult Services 
Special User Groups: Aging, Handicapped, Ethnic 
Minorities, Unemployed." Seminar participants 
selected to write essays. 
April, 1987 ••••••••••••• van Fleet presents Louisiana ASE findings at 
Louisiana Library Association. 
June, 1987 •••••••••••••• Van Fleet, Wallace, Rolstad, Heim present 
preliminary ASE findings at Library Research 
Round Table at ALA Annual Conference; Fourth 
ASE Seminar held at LSU, "Information Resources 
for Adult services." 
July, 1987 •••••••••••••• "The Adult Services in the Eighties Project" 
overview by Van Fleet published in ALA yearbook 1987. 
August, 1987 •••••••••••• Janice M. Simpson named ASE Coordinator. 
Joyce Meadows begins word processing of texts. 
June, 1988 •••••••••••••• Donna Howell named ASE Coordinator; Joyce Meadows 
continues word processing of texts. 
April, 1989 ••••••••••••• "The Adult Services in the Eighties Project: 
Findings and Implications for Services to 
Older Adults" by Van Fleet appears in 
Public Libraries (March/April 1989). 
December, 1989 •••••••••• Final manuscript of monograph, Adult Services: 
An Enduring Focus for Public Libraries, submitted 
to ALA Publishing. 
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NARRATIVE OP PINAL REPORT 
The Problem to be Studied 
"Adult services" is a term used to describe all aspects of library work 
with adults. The diversity of adult services defies simple codification and 
renewed current emphasis in public libraries on the planning process as a 
means of defining level, form and style of services in a given community 
complicates any attempt to codify or provide a whole view of adult services. 
It is precisely because of the current emphasis on the uniqueness of any 
given set of services within a specific library that the ASE Project was 
undertaken. Diversity is a strength of adult services but the lack of 
information on that diversity or areas of current and unique concentration 
often confound the profession when asked to describe the scope of adult 
services for planning. 
Trying to understand adult services as a single concept is bewildering. 
Typical articles in professional journals focus on a single service such as 
the visually impaired elderly in Idaho or a special Hispanic information and 
referral center in Arizona. While these might seem to be unrelated they are 
actually manifestations of the service continuum that is adult services. 
No national census of adult services had been conducted since the 
benchmark study by Helen Lyman, Adult Education Activities in Public 
Libraries, 1 which was published by the American Library Association in 1954. 
The ASE Project was intended to update work done by Lyman through presentation 
of data about the scope of services and compilation of bibliographic essays 
for key services. 
The 1983 ALA Goal Award 
At the 1983 Midwinter Meeting of the American Library Association the 
Services to Adults Committee, chaired by Neysa Eberhard, approved the Goal 
1Helen Lyman Smith, Adult Education Activities in Public Libraries 
(Chicago: American Library Association, 1954). 
1 
Award Proposal, "Adult Services in the Eighties," (The ASE Project), which had 
been drafted on behalf of the Committee by Kathleen Heim who agreed to serve 
as Principal Investigator if the Project were funded (Exhibit 1). 
On April 26, 1983 Jan Feye-Stukas, Chair of the 1983 ALA Goal Awards 
Jury, reported that the ASE Project had been selected to receive funding. 
Neysa Eberhard accepted the Award on behalf of the RASO Services to Adults 
Committee at the 1983 Annual Conference. During the Conference Heim met with 
the Committee to sketch plans for the project. 
The ASE Project was set up at the Louisiana State University, School of 
Library and Information Science Research Center Annex. Harry D. Nuttall, 
Research Associate, was selected as ASE Project Coordinator under the 
supervision of Heim, Principal Investigator. 
PHASE I: Bibliography and Survey Design: 1983-1986 
Bibliography Development 
The first step in the ASE Project was to begin development of a 
comprehensive bibliography of adult services literature to provide a context 
for the survey and trace developments since Helen Lyman's benchmark survey of 
1954, Adult Education Activities in Public Libraries. Library Literature was 
searched under appropriate subject headings. Relevant articles and 
books,including dissertations and government documents were retrieved and 
assigned subject headings by the Principal Investigator. Items from the 
bibliographies of these entries were also scrutinized and added to the ASE 
bibliography if appropriate. Using the Turabian/Chicago Manual style manual, 
author, title, and subject cards were produced. Entries were typed onto disk 
using PFS:Write, a word processing package. 
The eventual product, intended originally to be published with Adult 
Services: An Enduring Focus for Public Libraries, was too voluminous. 
Instead it has been published as a separate volume and submitted to the ERIC 
System for distribution. 
2 
Field Input and Survey Development 
During Fall, 1983 in addition to the ongoing literature review an ASE 
Panel was identified from whom input would be sought for questionnaire 
development. Prospective panel members were drawn from the following groups 
identified in the ALA Handbook of Organization: 
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies 
Bibliotherapy Committee 
continuing Education Committee 
Library Services to the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
Library Services to the Deaf 
Library Services to the Developmentally Disabled 
Library Services to the Impaired Elderly 
Ethnic Materials and Information Exchange Round Table 
Laubach Literacy International 
Library Service for American Indian People 
Literacy Volunteers of America 
Off ice for Library outreach Services 
Public Library Association 
Alternative Education Program Section 
Basic Education and Literacy Services Committee 
Job and Career Information Services 
Parent Education Services 
Marketing of Public Library Services Committee 
Multilingual Library services Committee 
Planning Process Discussion Group 
Use of Microcomputers in Public Libraries Taskforce 
Videotex Task Force 
Reference and Adult Services Division 
Adult Library Materials Committee 
Adult Materials and Library Services Discussion Group 
3 
Adult Services Committee 
Cooperative Reference Services Committee 
Evaluation of Reference and Adult Services Committee 
History Section 
Interlibrary Loan Committee 
Library Services to an Aging Population Discussion Group 
Machine-Assisted Reference Section 
Multilingual Services and Materials Discussion Group 
Women's Materials and Women Library Users Discussion Group 
REFORMA 
Social Responsibilities Round Table 
A letter requesting attendance at an Assembly to be held at the ALA Midwinter 
Meeting 1984 was sent to representatives from each of these units along with a 
copy of the Goal Award proposal and a response form (Exhibit 2a,b). At the 
1984 Midwinter Meeting Assembly Heim and Nuttall solicited input and 
distributed a brief questionnaire (Exhibit 2c). 2 The questionnaire was 
returned by representatives from the following ALA units: 
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Agencies 
Library Service to the Impaired Elderly Forum 
Library Service to the Blind and Physically 
Handicapped Forum 
Ethnic Materials and Information Exchange Round Table 
Public Library Association 
Alternative Education Programs section 
Goals, Guidelines and Standards Committee 
Marketing of Public Library Services Conunittee 
Multilingual Library Services Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division 
Adult Materials Conunittee 
2Thomas T. Jones, "ASE Update," HQ 23 (Spring 1984): 294-295 
4 
Adult Services Committee 
Aging Population Services Committee 
AFL/CIO Library Services to Labor Committees 
RQ Editorial Advisory Board 
In addition a number of interested individuals attended and returned 
questionnaires. Responses were used to focus on areas of critical concern. A 
brief summary of responses follows: 
List three most critical issues 
* growing percentage of the population in the "aged" group; resources 
and services for the impaired elderly 
* what is the ability of libraries to serve the blind and physically 
disabled? 
* what literacy and basic education services are available to 
special groups such as the deaf or adult learning disabled? 
* how to interface with the adult_education community? 
* are community surveys being used to design specific surveys 
for specific clienteles? 
* what is the availability of multilingual collections? 
* what is the importance of adult services with the total 
library operation? 
* was the PLA planning process used? 
* are there plans to serve the unserved? 
* does career counseling exist? 
* how are adult services priorities established? 
* are there programs on microcomputers? 
* what public relations have proved effective? 
These responses were used to ensure that the literature review was on-
target and in development of the questionnaire. Helen Lyman, author of the 
1954 study, attended the Midwinter hearings and offered valuable insight. 
Thomas T. Jones, Chair of the Service to Adults Committee, presided over 
ASE sessions in 1984-86. Publicity in RQ, letters to the ASE Panel, and 
follow-ups to those who attended the 1984 Midwinter Meeting resulted in 
attendance by over 100 individuals at the 1984 Annual Conference ASE 
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Hea.ringe. 3 Comments and questions were consolidated for ongoing questionnaire 
development. In Fall, 1984 David Hovde was named ASE Coordinator. 
In December, 1984 the ASE staff distributed a "draft questionnaire" to 
all individuals who had attended the 1984 Midwinter and Annual ASE Hearings 
(Exhibit 3). Respondents were asked to evaluate the questionnaire and attend 
a questionnaire Hearing at the Midwinter Meeting in January 1985. 
In addition to the draft questionnaire the ASE Staff distributed a 
booklet that had accompanied the 1952-53 Lyman survey (Exhibit 4). At the 
1985 Midwinter Meeting those who had received draft questionnaires 
concentrated on refinements. Copies were available for examination at the 
Hearing. Based on input received at the Hearing and mail response the 
questionnaire was revised. 4 Hovde formatted many iterations of the 
questionnaire. 
In July 1985 a greatly revamped questionnaire cut from 12 to 8 pages was 
distributed for further comment (Exhibit 5). In fall, 1985 Gary O. Rolstad was 
named ASE Coordinator. Meetings with the Services to Adults Committee at 
Annual Conference 1985 and Midwinter 1986 provided further ideas for 
refinement. 
At this time Dr. Danny P. Wallace, an information scientist who had 
joined the LSU faculty, was engaged to advise on questionnaire revision. 
Under his supervision the questionnaire was consolidated and reduced in size 
to its final form. 
In March 1986 the pretest of the final questionnaire (Exhibit 6) was 
conducted, again soliciting input from the ASE panel. Thirty-six 
questionnaires were sent (11 for response by central libraries, 25 for 
branches); 24 (8 central, 16 branches) were returned. This form of the 
questionnaire had retained 13 responses as to why the library did not provide 
each service, as well as suggested responses for the program page. The number 
of programs described in Part II was reduced from 10 to 5 and a question about 
3Thomas T. Jones, "ASE Update," BQ 24 (Fall 1984): 31; "Adult Services in 
the Eighties: Project of RASD," Cognotee 13 (June 26, 1984): 1. 
4Thomae T. Jones, "ASE Update," BQ 24 (Spring 1985): 284. 
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utilization of the Planning Process was added to the cover form. ASE 
Coordinator Rolstad oversaw the questionnaire mailing and established 
procedures for returns. 
PHASE II: The Final Survey - 1986 
The Final Survey 
In May 1986, the final survey (Exhibit 7) was mailed to 1758 library 
systems. 
Selection of Target Libraries 
Using the 1983 American Library Directory, public library systems 
serving a population of 25,000 or more were selected. Because surveys were 
sent for each branch, responses were received from individual libraries 
serving as few as 66 patrons. It was decided to survey all of the libraries 
rather than take a random sample because of the unique and diverse information 
being gathered in Part II. A random sample was selected and compared against 
the whole population to check for validity. 
over 8,000 copies of the survey were actually sent for distribution to 
member libraries and branches. The survey incorporated many of the 
suggestions made by the test respondents. The reasons for not providing 
service were eliminated, reducing the number of possible responses to each 
question from 16 to 3 and the number of questions from 49 to 44. The lists of 
suggested responses for Part II (specific programming) were eliminated. The 
total number of pages was thus reduced from 7 to 3. The final version of the 
survey was accompanied by an identifying cover form (with space for office 
coding) and a cover letter from RASO president, Rebecca Kellogg, and Principal 
Investigator/BQ editor, Kathleen Heim. 
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Creation of Card File for Tracking 
A machine readable file of the headquarters addresses of each of the 
library systems was created using Apple PFS: FILE. Two sets of labels were 
printed. One was reserved for mailing. The other labels were each attached 
to a 3 x 5 card. These were then filed alphabetically within state by city. 
Code numbers were added to the upper right hand corner of each card. 
These were six digit numbers for single libraries, and eight digit numbers for 
library systems with branches. The first two digits of the code were the 
first two digits of the zip code. The next four digits, beginning with 0001, 
were applied sequentially. The final two digits were used to designate 
branches within a system. Cards were also coded with the number of branches 
and booJanobiles within a system (fbranches/tbooJanobiles). Stand-alone 
libraries (with no branches) were marked with an "S." 
Procedures for Mailing 
Nine thousand copies of the survey were reproduced and collated at the 
copy service. Nineteen hundred of the Kellogg/Heim letter, 1,900 of the 
central form covers, and 7,200 of the branch form covers were reproduced. An 
explanatory note regarding distribution to booJanobiles and branches was added 
to central forms which were to be sent to systems. 
Members of the Research Center Annex Consulting Group collated surveys 
and stuffed envelopes. One group collated surveys with cover letters and 
identifying cover forms to produce three types of completed packets 
differentiated by the identifying cover form: centrals with no branches, 
centrals with branches, and branches. Another group prepared envelopes. LSU 
mailing labels with the computer generated mailing labels affixed were glued 
to the mailing envelopes (9 x 13 manila clasp). These envelopes were then 
coded for number of surveys required using the coding from the 3 x 5 card 
file. Return envelopes (9 x 13 manila) were prepared by affixing LSU mailing 
labels with computer generated address labels for the ASE project. These were 
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then folded in half so that they could be wrapped around a packet of surveys 
and easily slipped into the mailing envelope. 
Packets of surveys for mailing were collected using the coding on the 
outside of the envelope. Singles received just a single central with no 
branches survey. Systems received a central with branches survey, the 
appropriate number of branch surveys, and one branch survey for bookmobile 
service (regardless of the number of bookmobiles). 
Filled envelopes were sorted by weight, then arranged in zip code order 
to meet post office regulations and take advantage of reduced bulk mailing 
rates. Surveys for systems with more than 20 branches were mailed in two 
packages or more. Packages which contained more than 15 surveys were 
marked for third class handling. Total mailing costs were $1,960. The 
mailing took 240 hours to collate, stuff, and prepare packets. 
Procedure for Recording and Marking Returned Surveys 
Returned packets of surveys were opened and the envelopes kept with them 
until identification was established. Some surveys were returned without the 
identifying cover sheet, so postmarks and return addresses were valuable in 
identifying them. In the final count, there were only four surveys that could 
not be used because they were not identified. The identifying sheets were 
then stapled to the surveys in the upper right hand corner to standardize the 
packets and facilitate handling during data entry. Systems were clipped 
together. Each survey was given the code number transcribed from the 3 x 5 
card, with branches being differentiated from each other using the last two 
digits sequentially (01,02 •• ). The cards were then marked with: 1) the date 
of receipt, 2) the number of surveys returned, and 3) use of the planning 
process and date implemented. The number of surveys returned and the number 
of systems represented were then recorded in the daily log. Coded and counted 
surveys were put into a folder to await addition of demographic data. 
Demographics were added using information from the 1983 County and City 
Data Book. The following categories were recorded: 
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percentage white 
percentage black 
percentage Hispanic 
percentage other ethnic origin (the sum of the two categories, 
"American Indian, Eskimo, and Aleut" and "Asian and Pacific 
Islander") 
percentage with 12 years of education 
percentage with 16 years of education 
percentage of population over 65 years of age 
per capita income, percentage of families below poverty level, and 
total population. 
Figures were rounded to the nearest whole number. In the case of regional 
systems, statistics for member counties were averaged (except for population, 
which naturally was added). If a large metropolitan area had its own 
independent library system, but was within a geographic boundaries of a 
regional system, the population of the metropolitan area was subtracted from 
the larger system, unless the metropolitan library was specified as a member. 
Once demographics were added, surveys were filed in the appropriate state 
folder. 
The 1986 Annual Conference occurred after questionnaires had been sent 
but before they had been completely returned. Gary Rolstad, ASE Coordinator, 
organized a "Status Report" meeting on July 1 at the Conference. Helen Lyman, 
who continued as a consultant to the Project, and Suzanne Sutton, the Chair of 
the Adult Services Committee, were featured as speakers. Exhibit 8 summarizes 
this meeting. 
Back at ASE Headquarters after the Annual Conference the ASE Staff 
returned to data entry. An interim report by Rolstad highlighted preliminary 
findings. 5 LSU/SLIS Research Associates working on the ASE Project in summer 
1986 enrolled in the Seminar LIS 7908, "Adult Services in the Public Library," 
and were assigned state responsibilities (Exhibit 9). 
5Gary o. Rolstad, "ASE Update" BQ 26 (Fall 1986): 18. 
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Reminders 
Systems that had not returned surveys by July 22, 1986 were sent 
reminder cards (Exhibit 10). Mailing was completed July 28, 1986. All 
nonrespondent systems with more than three branches were called between 
September 10, 1986 and October 15, 1986. Replacement questionnaires were sent 
to all those who requested them. 
Another LSU/SLIS Seminar, LIS 7908, "Literature and Practice of Adult 
Services in Public Libraries" was instituted for Fall, 1986, and Connie Van 
Fleet was appointed ASE Coordinator. 
Data Entry 
Responsibility for data entry was divided by state among Research 
Associates. Each team member received a packet of three floppy disks: a 
program disk, a data disk, and a backup data disk. This procedure 
accomplished three purposes: 1) all entries for a particular state would be 
on the same disk, 2) a team member would always have access to his or her 
working disk, and 3) any consistent inputting errors could be easily tracked 
and the individual's procedure corrected. 
Questionnaires were entered on an IBM PC using original programming 
developed by (Exhibit lla). Data were stored on floppy disk. At the end of 
each inputting session, the program instructed the operator to make a backup 
copy of the day's work. Each survey was marked after entry, then filed by 
code number within states. 
When a disk was filled, or when all surveys had been entered for those 
states, it underwent a series of checking and processing programs before being 
added to the Main Data File. 
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1. DTACHK program (Exhibit llb) is a program used to check the data 
file for extra "s and ensure that there had been no errors in entering central 
and branch code numbers. 
2. CLEANUP is a second check to translate null values into a format 
readable by the SPSS package (Exhibit llc). 
3. The "state append" program sorts the surveys by the middle four 
digits of the code, then assigns a state label according to the range in which 
they fell (Exhibit lld). 
Once all of above tests were completed, the data were copied and stored 
on hard disk. The SPSS-PC (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was 
-
used to ascertain frequencies for each question and cross tabulations for 
various sections of the data. These frequencies and cross tabs were used to 
create graphic displays and serve as a basis for reporting and analyzing 
survey results. Data entry closed November 6, 1986. 
As this major phase of the Project drew to a close Heim developed a 
background article, "Adult Services as Reflective of the Changing Role of the 
Public Library," that included a reprint of the ASE Survey for BQ Winter 
1986. 6 
PHASE III: Data Analysis and Assimilation of the Literature 1987-89 
Data Analysis 
Danny P. Wallace headed up the data analysis team with Data Input and 
Analysis Coordinator, J. Stuart Douglass. 
6Kathleen M. Heim, "Adult Services as Reflective of the Changing Role of 
the Public Library," BQ 26 (Winter 1986): 180-187, 
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To report findings within context Heim decided to identify key concerns 
for assigning chapters in the projected monograph. Authors would use the 
literature review files plus ASE findings. 7 Connie Van Fleet oversaw initial 
report development. 8 In Spring, 1987 Heim instituted a third seminar at 
LSU/SLIS, LIS 7106 "Adult Services for Special User Groups: Aging, 
Handicapped, Ethnic Minorities, Unemployed." 
An ASE Project overview with special focus on the management of a large-
scale research enterprise was presented at a Louisiana State University School 
of Library and Information Science Research Forum by Van Fleet and Ken Mauldin 
(Mauldin, a Research Associate, had also been involved in data entry and in 
assimilating background information on library services to labor). 
Focus on ASE findings for Louisiana libraries (as an example of state-
specific analysis) was presented to the Louisiana Library Association by Van 
Fleet in April 1987. 
Preliminary findings were reported at the 1987 Annual Conference 
Research Forum of the Library Research Roundtable by Van Fleet, Wallace, 
Rolstad, and Heim. 9 An overview of the Project by Van Fleet appeared in the 
1987 ALA Yearbook. 10 
Janice M. Simpson was named ASE Coordinator for 1987-88. Writing of 
chapters continued. The final LSU/SLIS seminar, LIS 7209, "Information 
Resources for Adult Services" was offered in Summer, 1987. A few authors 
withdrew from the Project and others were identified. A contract with the 
American Library Association was drawn up for publication of the essays. 11 
During the interim between writing and publication Van Fleet focused on ASE 
7connie Van Fleet, ASE Update" RQ 26 (Spring 1987): 302-303. 
8Janice M. Simpson, "ASE Update" RQ 27 (Fall 1987): 29-30. 
9Janice M. Simpson, "ASE Update," RQ 27 (Spring 1988): 320-321. 
10connie Van Fleet, "The Adult Services in the Eighties Project" in The 
ALA Yearbook of Library and Information Services, 1987," edited by Roger 
Parent (Chicago: American Library Association, 1987): 259. 
11Janice M. Simpson, "ASE Update" RO <Spring 1988): 320-321. 
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data relating to Library Service for the Aging presenting information at the 
1988 ALA Conference and developing an article on the topic for Public 
Libraries. 12 
The editing process took longer than expected as effort was made to 
place all essays in machine-readable form. Mrs. Joyce Meadows, Word Processor 
at LSU/SLIS had primary responsibility for production. Donna Howell, the 
final ASE Coordinator, worked with SLIS Computer Resources Coordinator, John 
P. McLain, on program compatability. Heim and Wallace re-edited each chapter 
and returned them to authors for revision. Finally, in Fall 1989 Heim was 
granted sabbatical leave to complete the ASE Project. The manuscript was 
delivered to ALA Publishing in December 1989 with a projected publication date 
of Summer 1990. 
Adult Services: An Enduring Focus for Public Libraries 
The culmination of the ASE Project is the volume, Adult Services: An 
Enduring Focus for Public Libraries. The essays and authors are listed below; 
12connie Van Fleet, "The Adult Services in the Eighties Project: Findings 
and Implications for Service to Older Adults" Public Libraries 28 
(March/April, 1989): 107-113. 
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Adult Services: An Enduring Focus for Public Libraries 
edited by 
Kathleen M. Heim and Danny P. Wallace 
Adult Services: An Enduring Focus •••••••••••••••••••• Kathleen M. Heim 
The Character of Adult Services in the Eighties: 
overview and Analysis of the ASE 
Questionnaire Data •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Danny P. Wallace 
Lifelong Learning Theory and the Provision of Adult 
Services •.••••••.•.•••..•.••••••..•..•........•• Connie Van Fleet 
Public Library Service to Minorities •••••••••••••••••• Charlene c. Cain 
Literacy Services in Public Libraries ••••••••••••••••• Gary o. Rolstad 
Public Library Services to Adult Job Seekers •••••••••• Michele M. DeLorme 
Library Service to Labor Groups ••••••••••••••••••••••• D. W. Schneider 
Public Library Service to the Economic Community •••••• William E. Moen 
Boolanobiles and Adult Services •••••••••••••••••••••••• Bert R. Boyce and 
Judith I. Boyce 
serving Older Adults •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Betty J. Turock 
Service to the Handicapped •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Janice M. Simpson 
Genealogy in the Public Library ••••••••••••••••••••••• Christopher E. Marhenke 
Parent Education •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Lolah Giamalva 
The Role of Public Access Microcomputers in 
Adult Services ••••••••.•••••.••.•.•••••...••..•. Anthony E. Barnes 
The Public Library as a Social/cultural Institution: 
Alternative Perspectives and 
Changing Contexts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• connie Van Fleet and 
Douglas Raber 
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Closure 
As already noted, the bibliography of over 2,500 items accompanied by a 
subject index has been submitted as a separate item to the ERIC System. This 
final report, which outlines the progress of the ASE Project, is a by-product 
of the overall effort and serves to discharge Heim and the Research Center 
Annex Consulting Group from its tasks. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Adult Services in the Eighties 
--The ASE Project--
ALA Goal Award proposal Submitted 
by the Adult Services Committee 
of the 
Reference and Adult Services Division 
EXHIBIT 1 
Adult Services in the Eighties 
--The ASE Project--
1982 ALA Goal Award Proposal submitted by the Adult Services Conunittee of 
the Reference and Adult Services Division 
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EXHIBIT 1 l 
Adult Services in the Eighties 
(The ASE Project) 
"We are a pluralistic society, one in which we need to recognize our 
diversities as well as our commonalities. We can learn to nurture and imple-
ment greater service effectiveness only by looking critically at the totality 
of public library services, within the larger context of type-of-library 
partnerships, before we can devise how best to serve the adults of our 
particular communities." 
--Rose Vainstein, "An Historic Perspective on Adult 
Services in American Public Libraries." in Public 
Libraries and New Directions for Adult Services. 
Eds. Joan C. Durrance and Rose Vainstein (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan: University of Michigan, School of Library 
Science, 1981), p. 17. 
Abstract 
Adult services are diverse and difficult to describe on a national level. 
Recognizing the strength and need for diversity the Adult Services Committee 
nevertheless feels it is imperative to develop a state-of-the-art survey of 
Adult Services in the Eighties (ASE). The ASE Project will be comprised of 
a national survey of adult services and will replicate, to some degree, the 
survey carried out in 1952-53 by Helen Lyman Smith. The final result of the 
ASE Project will be a technical report and analysis of Adult Services as they 
are practiced in order to plan new directions for this central aspect of 
library service. 
The Relationship of the Project to the ALA Goals and Priorities 
The ALA overarching objective of "promoting and improving library service" 
and the definition by ALA of its broad social responsibilities 
"in terms of the contribution that librarianship can make 
in ameliorating or solving the critical problems of society; 
support for efforts to help inform and educate the people of 
the United States on these problems and to encourage them to 
examine the many views on and the facts regarding each 
problem" 
are addressed squarely by the "Adult Services in the Eighties" (ASE) Project. 
The proliferation and fragmentation of Adult Services as they appear when 
delineated need to be examined as a part of a service orientation that, when 
seen whole, works toward achievement of ameliorating or solving the critical 
problems of society. From data analyzed by survey research the ASE Project 
will develop a contemporary typology of Adult Services in order to provide 
planning information for the profession. 
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Project Proposal 
A. Statement of the Problem 
"Adult Services" is a term used to describe all aspects of library work 
with adults. Variously defined since the beginnings of the American public 
library movement and with changing emphases during the last century,! the 
services are commonly agreed to include information, guidance, instruction 
and stimulation.2 The diversity of Adult Services defies simple codification 
and renewed current emphasis on the planning process as a means of defining 
the level, form, and style of services in a given community complicates any 
attempt to codify or provide a whole view of Adult Services even more. 
However, it is precisely because of the current emphasis on the unique-
ness of any given set of services within a specific library that we propose 
the ASE Project, since it is difficult to formulate a coherent description of 
Adult Services due to fragmentation of orientation by different age levels, 
racial and ethnic groups, and socio-economic characteristics. Diversity is 
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a strength of Adult Services but the lack of information on the nature of that 
diversity, or areas of current and unique concentration often confound the 
profession when asked to describe the scope of Adult Services or to develop 
comprehensive plans. The problem we face in attempting to develop a state-of-
the-art of Adult Services is a three-fold problem: diversity, uniqueness, 
and linkage. 
The Diversity Problem 
Trying to understand Adult Services as a single concept is bewildering. 
Typical articles in professional journals about a service in Idaho for elderly 
patrons who are visually impaired, or a program in New York state to assist 
job seekers, or a special collection of Hispanic information and referral 
resources in Arizona seem to be unrelated but are actually parts of a continuum 
of service modes which can be generally characterized as Adult Services. 
1Rose Vainstein, "An Historic Perspective on Adult Services in American 
Public Libraries, in Public Libraries and New Directions for Adult Services, 
eds. Joan C. Durrance and Rose Vainstein (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of 
Michigan, School of Library Science, 1981), pp. 11-12. 
2 Margaret Monroe, "Emerging Patterns of Community Service," Library Trends 
28 (Fall 1979): 129. 
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. The ASE Project will face the diversity problem by developing a typology 
of Adult Services cross-tabulated by socio-economic and demographic character-
istics. I In addition to presentation of hard data in tabular format, the 
Project will also include a literature review and analysis of theoretical and 
research findings about the various aspects of Adult Services as they have been 
written about over the last thirty years in order to integrate these with the 
contemporary practice of Adult Services.2 
The Uniqueness Problem 
Recent emphasis on locally generated goals and objectives might seem to 
be a confounding factor in developing a national-level description of Adult 
Services. However, the ASE Project is intended to discover to what degree the 
applic~tion of the planning process principles affects the style of Adult Ser-
vices. ASE Project data will be subsetted so that separate inferences may be 
made about those libraries which have employed the planning process in setting 
program priorities and those which have not. To some degree, the bifurcation 
of libraries studied into users and nonusers of the planning process will 
demonstrate the effects of the process on the evolution of service styles. 
1For purposes of longitudinal comparison, we intend to tie our survey 
to the benchmark study conducted by Helen Lyman Smith, Adult Education 
Activities in Public Libraries (Chicago: ALA, 1954). The very name of the 
Smith study underscores the changing emphasis of Adult Services over the years. 
"Adult Education" was broadly construed in the 1954 study and was not narrowly 
confined to educational activities per se but rather applied to a wide range of 
public services. For a complete list see 37 services enumerated on page 17 
(table 15). These included exhibits, book talks, programs on special subjects, 
studies of community needs and resources, remedial reading, and television pro-
grams. Thus, while changing terminology might, at first, make comparison of the 
Smith study with the data to be gathered in the ASE Project seem overly narrow, 
the broad construction placed on the term "Adult Education," in 1954 makes the 
studies quite compatable. 
2The richness of library research in Adult Services since 1954 may be 
estimated by the many entries under "Adult Services" in the Library Literature 
indexing service. A major portion of the ASE Project will be devoted to 
organizing and summarizing this literature in relation to the variables studied. 
3As Alan R. Samuels has noted, "Not everyone follows the Planning Process 
to the letter. There are many deviations from the methods suggested in that 
process. [there has been an] increase in local efforts to develop processes 
which reflect ••• particular needs." Public Libraries 20 (Winter 1982): 116. 
Thus, in the ASE Project, we will broadly construe application of the planning 
process to include not only use of A Planning Process for Public Libraries 
(Chicago: American Library Association, 1980) but local variants as well. 
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The Linkage Problem 
To some degree libraries modify the level and style of Adult Services to 
supply services not offered by other agencies in the local community. Thus, 
a community which has, for example, used revenue sharing funds to support a 
senior citizen's center, may find less emphasis on library service to senior 
citizens than it would if such a center did not exist. Conversely, the 
existence of such a center may stimulate the library to link up with that 
center in order to deliver more sophisticated types of service. The synger-
gistic interplay of community services is an aspect of Adult Services that 
requires scrutiny.1 The ASE Project will gather data to determine the effect 
of community linkages on library Adult Services styles. 
Put simply, the problem faced by the Adult Services Committee is to try 
to understand how diversity, uniqueness, and linkage affect the current prac-
tices of Adult Services. We need a base of raw information which can be 
analyzed, studied, and used for projection in order to make recommendations 
and plan for the future of Adult Services. It has been thirty years since the 
profession has gathered such data on a national level. It is time to do so 
again. 
B. Project Outline 
1. The objectives of the ASE Project are: 
a. To present a state-of-the-art description of the extent of 
Adult Services provision in the U.S. public libraries 
b. To describe these services from a variety of viewpoints: 
i) by size of population 
ii) by geographic area 
iii) by socio-economic status of the community served 
c. To discuss Adult Services in the context of the theory and 
research that has been conducted since the 1954 survey 
d. To ascertain the affect of the planning process (or variants) 
on the style and level of services provided 
e. To determine the extent to which linkage with other community 
agencies affects the extent or format of services 
f. To develop a machine-readable base of information from which 
future directions of Adult Services may -be projected. 
1This problem is explored by Margaret E. Monroe in her essay, "Adult 
Services in the Third Millenium." ~ 18 (Spring 1979): 267-273. We intend 
to apply the "Forces-at-Work" concept to questions pertaining to linkage. 
4 
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2. Conduct of the Project 
The study will have three major phases: ASSIMILATION; DATA GATHERING; 
and REPORTING. 
ASSIMILATION. A literature review will be conducted to determine the major 
research studies conducted since 1954 in the four primary areas of Adult 
Services: information, guidance, instruction and stimulation. This review 
will be used to develop a comprehensive essay identifying trends and current 
practice in the field. Validated research instruments will be collected 
in order to compile the questionnaire to be used in the second phase of the 
project. 
DATA GATHERING. A questionnaire will be developed using information and 
research identified in the first phase. The questionnaire will be validated 
and will replicate, where applicable, questions asked in the 1954 study. 
In addition, there will be an emphasis on questions to determine the use of 
planning to set service priorities as well as linkages with other community 
agencies. 
The questionnaire will be sent to public libraries in four groups according 
to population size: 
Population Groups 
Group 1 100,000 and above 122 
Group 2 25,000 to 99,999 360 
Group 3 10,000 to 24,999 476 
Group 4 under 10,000 1065 
TOTAL 2023 
Information appropriate to cross-tabulation such as size of community and 
library size can be stripped from the National Center for Education 
Statistics 1977-1978 REGIS tapes. These data are the most recent gathered 
by NCES and are easily available for computer sampling. 
Data gathered will be analyzed using a standard social science statistical 
software package such as SPSS or OSIRIS in order to present descriptive 
statistics, tables, and charts. 
REPORTING. A final report will be developed to be disseminated by ALA/RASD. 
Formal presentation of the findings will be made at the ALA Conference which 
follows the completion of the draft report. It is anticipated that the ASE 
Project will be the focus of division-wide discussion. Data tapes and other 
technical documentation such as codebooks and data preparation information 
will be formatted according to "Guidelines for Preparing and Documenting 
Data" (as presented in Reanalyzing Program Evaluation Policies and Practices 
for Secondary Analysis of Social and Educational Programs. San Francisco: 
Josey-Bass, 1982, pp. 84-143) for deposit at an appropriate social science 
data library which will disseminate the data set (for example the Inter-
university Consortium for Political and Social Research at the University 
of Michigan). 
A table of contents follows: 
Table of Contents for: 
Adult Services in the Eighties 
"ASE Project" 
Introduction 
Need for study, summary of previous studies. 
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Chapter One: Research on the Four Modes of Adult Services: 1954-1984. 
Information 
Guidance 
Instruction 
Stimulation 
Chapter Two: The ASE Project--Data Gathering and Instrumentation. 
Sample determination 
Questionnaire validation and development 
Chapter Three: ASE Project Results. 
Extent of Adult Services 
Adult Services and the Planning Process 
Adult Services and Community Linkages 
Chapter Four: 
Implications of the ASE Project for the Future of Adult Services 
Appendices 
A. Bibliography of Research in Adult Services 
B. Questionnaire used in the ASE Project 
C. Technical Documentation and Codebook for the ASE Project 
C. Evaluation 
The products of the study are: 
1) Analytical Literature Review 
2) Presentation of Descriptive Data 
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3) Report of Suggested Future Directions for the Profession. 
Each of the products will be evaluated in different ways. Below we describe 
the specific techniques to be applied to each product. 
1) Analytical Literature Review. Literature reviews are generally 
evaluated by the profession through the formal academic channels. 
Prior to presentation in the final report, sections of the 
literature review will be sent to recognized experts in each 
major area studied to ascertain completeness and comprehensiveness. 
2) Descriptive Data. Again, the formal report will be scrutinized 
by the profession for its methodology and techniques. Prior to 
publication, these techniques will be monitored by the Library 
Research Center at the University of Illinois Graduate School of 
Library and Information Science to determine that the methodology 
is appropriate. 
3) Report of Suggested Future Directions for the Profession. This 
report will be the topic of discussion at an ALA Conference 
following the completion of the project. It is anticipated that 
the Adult Services Committee of RASD will determine that the . ASE 
Project will be presented to the RASD membership at an open forum 
where panel discussions and bearings will "throw-open" the results 
to professional scrutiny. An additional phase, such as the use 
of the Delphi technique, may be applied at this time. 
D. Staff/Personnel 
The ASE Project will require a Project Director, Research Assistant, and 
Advisory Committee. 
Project Director. Kathleen M. Heim. The Project Director is Assistant 
Professor at the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library and 
Information Science. Her areas of teaching competence include Adult 
Services. Her research experience is in survey research and in data 
documentation. Note that Heim has edited two issues of Library Trends 
related to the ASE Project and its conduct: Emerging Patterns of 
Community Service and Data Libraries for the Social Sciences. Heim has 
written about Adult Services in the recently published volume, The Service 
Imperative for Libraries. (A resume is attached.) 
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Research Assistant. A library science student will be selected to 
coordinate the questionnaire mailing and to assist the Project Director 
in data entry. 
Advisory Consultants. As noted in section C. (above), certain aspects 
of the ASE Project will be reviewed by experts. Some of these have been 
contacted and would be willing to lend advice on the Project if it is 
funded. While it would be unseemly to make arrangements prior to funding, 
Helen Lyman Smith (Project Director of the 1954 survey) and Margaret E. 
Monroe have indicated an interest in the Project. Other experts will be 
contacted and their qualifications outlined should the Project be funded. 
Clerical Support 
E. Budget 
1. Personnel 
Project Director (half-time) .•••••••••••••••• $11,000 •••. contributed 
Research Assistant 25% time for 6 months@ $6.00/hour •••••••• $1,560 
Advisory Consultants •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• contributed 
Clerical Support............................................. 300 
2. Supplies 
Reproduction of 2,023 questionnaires ••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Postage (mailou t, mail back) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NCES REG IS Tapes ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.• 
Telephone and miscellaneous •••.•••••••••••••••..••••••.•••••• 
225 
2,023 
75 
250 
3. Data Analysis (data entry and computer time)................. 550 
$4,983 
F. Impact of the Proposal 
The ASE Project will make a significant contribution to librarianship as 
well as the Goals and Objectives of the American Library Association. Adult 
Services are the vehicle by which library resources are deployed to inform and 
educate the people of the United States about critical social problems of society 
yet, due to their diffuse nature, little is actually known about their precise 
scope or variety. Empirical data gathering will allow the profession to plan 
more accurately the future direction of Adult Services. 
The importance to the sponsoring group, the RASD/Adult Services Committee, 
is clear if we iterate part of the charge to that committee: 
"To collect and disseminate information on existing library 
programs and services." 
"To serve as a consultant for libraries with adult programming 
and/or services problems." 
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The enormous scope of Adult Services necessitates the support of a major 
award to underwrite the level of data dissemination required by the Conunittee's 
charge. The award will supply the Adult Services Committee with the resources 
required to undertake the first national survey of the field in thirty years 
in order to be able to fulfill its consultative role. 
The audience for the results of the ASE Project will not only be those 
librarians specifically working in areas of Adult Services, but to the 
profession-at-large as well. The goals of the Adult Services Conunittee are 
inextricably intertwined with the goals of the American Library Association 
since the target group of service is all adults and the result of more infor-
mation about this central aspect of service will aid librarians in understanding 
the scope of professional activity. 
The ASE Project findings will be disseminated in a formal technical report 
(as indicated above) and in articles written for such journals as !Q. or Library 
Quarterly. 
September -
December, 1982: 
December, 1983: 
January, 1984: 
February, 1984: 
March, 1984: 
April, 1984: 
May, 1984: 
June, 1984: 
August, 1984: 
Calendar 
Initiation of literature review; study identification 
and questionnaire validation. 
Submission of literature reviews to advisory consultants 
for evaluation. 
Presentation of progress report to RASD Adult Services 
Conunittee at ALA Midwinter Meeting. Submission of draft 
questionnaire for Committee approval. 
Distribution of questionnaire. 
Data entry and analysis of questionnaires begins. 
Analysis continues. 
Preliminary report drafted. 
Hearings on ASE Project results at ALA Annual 
Conference. 
Presentation of final ASE Project Report to the RASD/ 
Adult Services Conunittee. 
EXHIBIT 2 
a) letter requesting attendance at ASE Assembly 
b) response form for ASE panel participation 
c) questionnaire distributed at ASE Assembly 
EXHIBIT 2a 
SAMPLE 
School of Library and Information Science 
267 Coates Hall 
L 0 u I s I A N A s T AT E u N I v E R s IT y AND AGRICULlURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
BATON ROUGE • LOUISIANA · 70803-3920 5041388-3158 
We are writing to ask your advice on a most important project. The RASD 
Services to Adults Committee has received the ALA Goal Award to study 
the current state of the art of adult services in public libraries. This 
project, titled "ASE"--Adult Services in the Eighties--will consist of 
a questionnaire to be sent to a stratified random sample of U.S. public 
libraries and a major report detailing findings in a context of current 
theoretical writing about adult services. This Project is, to some 
extent, an update of the benchmark study conducted by Helen Lyman in 
1953. 
In order to develop a questionnaire that reflects a broad spectrum of 
contemporary concerns the Services to Adults Committee would like to 
invite you in your capacity as --------~~--- to attend an Open Hearing 
at the Midwinter Meeting to be held from 2:00-4:00 p.m. on Sunday, January 
8, under the auspices of the RASD Services to Adults Committee. You 
will need to check the Midwinter Meeting Program for location. If you 
can attend or would be willing to send another representative from your 
-----------on your behalf please fill out the enclosed information sheet 
and return to Kathleen Heim, ASE Project Principal Investigator, by 
December 15, 1983. Enclosed for your information is a copy of the 
proposal. 
Thank you for your interest and cooperation. We look foward to hearing 
from you. 
Sincerely, 
Thomas T. Jones, Director 
Veterans Memorial Public Library, 
Bismarck, North Dakota and 
Chair, RASD Adult Services to 
Adults 
Enclosures 
Kathleen M. Heim, Dean 
Louisiana State University 
School of Library and 
Information Science and 
ASE Project, Principal 
Investigator 
EXHIBIT 2b 
ASE PANEL RESPONSE 
____ Yes, a representative from-------,,.----------------------------------~ (name of unit, committee, etc.) 
will attend the ASE Open Hearing at the ALA Midwinter Meeting January 8, 1984. 
Name 
----------------------------------------------~ 
Address 
----------------------------------------------(mailing) 
Business phone ( ) 
----------------------------------------
No, a representative from 
--- --------,,.-----------------------------=-----~ (name of unit, committee, etc.) 
will not be able to attend the ASE Open Hearing but we would like to be 
placed on the ASE mailing list in order to learn of future developments. 
Name 
----------------------------------------------~ 
Address 
..,.---------------------------------------------(mailing) 
Business phone ----~< ____ __.)'------------------------~ 
----------------
Please return in enclosed envelope to ASE Principal Investigator: 
Dr. Kathleen M. Heim, Dean 
School of Library and Information Science 
Louisiana State University 
267 Coates Hall 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
EXHIBIT 2c 
Sclzool of Library and Infon11ation Science 
267 Coates Hall 
L 0 u I 5 I AN A s TATE u NI v ER 5 IT y AND AGRICULlURAL A"-'D MECHANICAL COLUGE 
BATON ROUGE • LOUISIANA • 70803·3920 5041388-3158 
ASE 
Adult Services in the Eighties 
A Project of the Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division 
Thank you for your interest in the ASE Project. Your attendance at this forum 
will provide the ASE Project staff with important opinions in your area of 
expertise. Please fill out the following. You may either pass this to the ASE 
staff at the end of today's session or mail it back in the envelope provided 
after consultation with the group you represent. 
1. Please list what you view as the three most critical issues pertaining to 
your area in which information is needed. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
2. Are there any open-ended questions that you would like to see included in 
the ASE ProJect survey? 
3. Are you willing to review the ASE survey before it is pretested? Yes 
4. Other. 
Please return to: 
No 
Kathleen M. Heim, ASE Project 
School of Library and 
Telephone ( 
Representing: 
Information Science 
Louisiana State University 
267 Coates Hall 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
EXHIBIT 3 
First Draft of ASE Questionnaire 
mailed December 18, 1984 
to 
ASE Panel 
EXHIBIT 3 
Adult Services in the Eighties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
Adult Services in the Eighties 
"ASE Project" 
Preliminary Questionnaire 
Attached is a draft questionnaire. It is not in final form and has yet 
to be evaluated for computer analysis. It is intended to replicate 
questions and format from the 1952-53 survey for longitudinal compari-
son. Questions no longer deemed pertinent such as those relating to 
provision of film strips have been deleted. New questions such as those 
relating to microcomputers have been added. A booklet that describes 
each service will be provided when the 9uestionnaire is sent to li-
braries. 
Please peruse the questionnaire, write freely on it, and add comments. 
A questionnaire draft will be sent to all who have attended ASE hearings 
during 1983 for their comment. 
Please fill out this sheet, evaluate the questionnaire, and make addi-
tional comments you deem important. Return to the ASE Project Office in 
the envelope provided no later than January 25. There will be two more 
iterations before the final version. Thank you for your help. 
Business Telephone ________________________ __ 
ASE Project Director 
Kathleen M. Heim 
Louisiana State University 
School of Library and 
Information Science 
267 Coates Hall 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
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EXHIBIT 3 
Part IV 
We want to know what adult service programs and activities your library 
provided in 1984. Categories were developed from earlier survey re-
sponses, literature reviews, and ASE Hearings. 
Select program numbers from the list below for what you feel are your 10 
most successful activities and fill in the grid rows on the next page. 
Then answer questions for each program as requested in columns. 
Program Activity Selection List 
1. Discussion groups not funded externally. 
2. Discussion groups funded externally (NEH, State Humanities 
Councils, Other) 
3. Films (recreational) 
4. Films-thematic 
5. Use of the Library and its resources 
6. Public affairs discuss groups 
7. Consumer discussion groups 
8. Health-related discussion groups 
9. Programs aimed at special ethnic groups: 
9a. Blacks 
9b. Hispanics 
9c. Asian-American 
9d. Native American 
9e. Other (indicate) 
10. Programs aimed at types of users: 
lOa. Aging 
!Ob. Parents 
lOc. Labor 
lOd. Business 
lOe. Handicapped 
!Of. Other (indicate) 
11. Information and referral 
12. Adult Independent Learners Assistance 
13. Literacy 
14. Concerts 
15. Career Information 
16. Microcomputer Instruction 
17. Orientation and training in leadership 
18. Training of literacy volunteers 
19. Other (use as many times as necessary 
9 
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EXHIBIT 3 12 
Purpose Options (Question 2) 
1. Lifelong learning 
2. To fill a basic education adult need 
3. To stimulate discussion 
4. To provide information/facts 
5. To provide recreation 
6. To bring people to the library 
7. Good public relations 
8. Other (indicate) 
How Publicized? (Question 11) 
1. Newspaper 
2. Library publicity in-house (bulletin boards, posters) 
3. Radio 
4. Network television 
5. Cable television 
6. Direct mail 
7. Announcements at meetings elsewhere in community 
8. Magazine 
9. Telephone book 
10. Billboard 
11. Posters in public transportation 
12. Other (indicate) 
Evaluation Techniques (question 12) 
1. Questionnaire 
2. Verbal comments (unsolicited) 
3. Increase in participation in program over time 
4. Interviews of participants 
5. Trained observers 
6. Community analysis 
7. Measurement of change in knowledge 
8. Other (please indicate) 
t 
I 
EXHIBIT 4 
Booklet distributed with 1952-53 
Survey of Adult Education in Public Libraries 
EXHIBIT 4 
School of Library and lnformati • .m Science 
L 0 u Is I AN A s TATE u N Iv ER s IT y AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
BATON ROUGE · LOUISIANA · 70803 5041388-3158 
December 18, 1984 
Attached is a photocopy of the booklet that accompanied the 1952-53 
questionnaire. It is the ASE Project Team's intention to develop a 
similar booklet with updated terminology, to accompany the questionnaire 
that will be sent out this spring. Any comments about how the booklet 
should be updated can be mailed back to the ASE Office with your comments 
on the questionnaire. Please make remarks below OR return the booklet 
with your observations marked in the margins. 
Business Telephone 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
ASE Project Director 
Kathleen M. Heim 
Louisiana State University 
School of Library and 
Information Science 
267 Coates Hall 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
Adult Services in the Eighties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
Survey of Adult Education In Public LlbrarlH and 
State Library Extension AgenciH 
of the United StatH 
1952-1953 
f oR THE PURPOSES of this survey, a li-
brary is assumed to be providing educa-
tional services to adult education agencies 
and groups and to young adults (16-21 
years of oge) and adults in the community, 
if it performs with planning, direction, or 
participation one or more of the services 
listed below. 
This Booklet will help you in Parts I, II, 
and Ill of the questionnaire where the serv-
ices are listed in a more abridged farm. 
Please refer to the Booklet when you are in 
doubt. The numbers of the services listed 
In the Booklet correspond exadly to those 
on the questionnaire. 
Please read each statement carefully. 
Then follow the directions given in Part I. 
SERVICES 
SUPPLYING 
1. Arranges and displays, within the library, on its own 
initiative or at the request of a group(s), exhibits, seleded 
book collection(s), and reading lists. (Such as a subject 
boolc collection, an art display, a brotherhood weelc book 
collection, a special display based on current topics or a 
motion picture, etc.) 
2. Supplies and/or displays, outside the library, for other 
adult education agencies and groups, exhibits, seleded 
book collection(s), and reading lists. (Such as boolc dis-
plays in club meeting rooms and bookmobiles, at classes 
for adults, depository boolc collections at a group's head-
quarters, as a labor union, a hobby club, a parents' asso-
ciation, a county lair, and the distribution of reading lists 
for group members, etc.) 
3. Supplies and/ or shows seleded films ·and film lists diredly 
to other adult education agencies and groups. (Such as a 
lilm information lile, previews of films lor program chair-
men, selected lilm lists, etc.) 
4. Supplies recordings and guides, musical and non-musical, 
to other adult education agencies and groups. (Such as 
selected lists, a file of information, etc.) 
.5. Supplies seleded books and printed materials, as needed, 
in duplicate quantity for one or more adult group activity 
initiated or sponsored by the library or by other adult 
education groups. (Such as duplicate copies for a novel-
or play-reading group, American heritage or great boolcs 
program, art appreciation program, a labor union or a 
parents' association ducly group, a traveling library, etc.) 
6. Supplies seleded films and film strips, as needed, in dupli-
cate quantity for one or more adult group adlvity Initiated 
or sponsored by the library or by other adult education 
groups. (Such as American heritage lilm group, civil de-
fense lilm program, a parents' dudy club program on child 
care, etc.) 
a 
7. Supplies selected recordings, musical and non-musical, as 
needed, in duplicate quantity, for one or more adult group 
activity initiated or sponsored by the library or by other 
adult education groups. (Such as recordings of great 
literature for group study, poetry appreciation, music ap-
preciation, etc.) 
8. Supplies physical facilities, as needed, for the activities 
of other adult education agencies and groups. (Such as 
use of buildings and equipment, audio-visual equipment, 
wire networlcs, record players, etc.) 
PLANNING 
9. Acts as a participant in planning and supporting the de-
velopment of community-sponsored adult E:ducation pro-
grams, whether the programs be for community-wide or 
special group interests. (Such as participating in planning 
a civil defense program, an intercultural program, a re-
ligious boolc weelc program, serving on a film council, a 
community council, an interclub council, a welfare or world 
affairs council, planning adult classes with schools or col-
leges, working with business or labor groups, etc.) 
10. Takes leadership in initiating community-wide programs. 
(Such os starting a community film council, initiating public 
affairs forum series, etc.) 
ADVISING AND COUNSELING 
11. Suggests subjects and methods, materials and resources in 
program planning for community leaders. (Such as study 
group programs, program planners' institutes, a lile of 
program resources in the community, counseling service 
by telephone or letter, etc.) 
12. Provides counseling and program service, as well as ma-
terials, to other libraries (not in a branch system) doing 
adult education work. (Such as advice by means of tel&-
phone conversations or correspondence, workshops, con-
ferences, and institutes for librarians, lield worker service, 
etc.) 
13. Stimulates and assists other libraries (not in a branch sys-
tem) to provide for the community one or more adult edu-
cation service. (Such as a state citizenship program, a 
boolc discussion program, etc.) 
TRAINING 
14. Provides training in story-telling. (Such as classes for a 
mothers' club, a teachers' group, etc.) 
l 5. Provides orie~tation and training in the presentation of 
book reviews and talks. (Such as courses in boolc review-
ing for club women, etc.) 
16. Provides an orientation program and informal training to 
help group members become active and effective partici-
pants in a group. (Such as a meeting or series of meetings 
about how to #alee part in an informal group discussion, 
how to conduct a club meeting, how to be a committee 
chairman, how to lead a forum or a group discussion, etc.) 
17. Provides orientation and training courses in group leader-
ship and discussion group techniques and materials. (Such 
as courses on how to lead a film or boolc discussion group, 
leadership training courses for American heritage or great 
boolcs leaders, or how to use film and book materials, etc.) 
18. Provides fundamental reading instruction. (Such as classes 
for foreign language-speaking or illiterate groups.) 
19. Provides remedial reading instruction. (Such as classes in 
the improvement of reading skills for teachers, reading 
group members, study groups, dall members, etc.) 
20. Provides in-service training for librarians in skills and tech-
niques necessary to adult education activities using book 
materials. (Such as courses on how to organize and ad-
minister a book discussion program, how to select ma-
terials, workshops on how to survey needs, etc.) 
21. Provides in-service training for librarians in skills and tech-
niques necessary to adult education activities, using film 
and/or other audio-visual materials. (Such as worlcshops, 
conferences, courses on how to use films, how to show films, 
how to plan and maintain lilm service, etc.) 
6 
INFORMING 
22. Maintains a central source of information about the adult 
education opportunities or activities being offered by adult 
education agencies and informal groups in the community. 
(Such as a calendar of events, a central file or directory of 
activities, a central bulletin, etc.) 
23. Maintains an information service about films and other 
audio-visual resources available to community groups. 
(Such as a file of sources of films and of projectors, pro-
jectionists, etc.) 
24. Maintains a service to provide information about indi-
viduals in the community who are willing to speak to or 
work with community groups as resource people. (Such 
as a speakers' bureau, a list of group leaders and subject 
specialists, etc.) 
25. Promotes and publicizes to the community the library's 
young adult and adult education services and activities 
which the library provides alone or in cooperation' with 
other adult education agencies and community groups. 
(Such as instruction in the use of the library, library tours, 
announcing services and activities by means of posters, 
folders, exhibits, newspaper articles, radio, television, a 
reader guidance or book column in local newspapers, etc.) 
DOING 
26. Presents book reviews and talks on related books by a 
library staff member and book talk programs under library 
sponsorship (not including talks to elementary and sec-
ondary school classes). (Such as tallcs to parents' associa-
tions, to men's and women's clubs, to young adult groups, 
to adult study groups or classes, etc.) 
27. Plans, organizes, administers, and maintains the library's 
own programs or. activities based on books and other 
printed materials. (Such as world affairs forums, reading 
and discussion group programs, study groups, etc.) 
28. Plans, organizes, administers, and maintains the library's 
own programs or activities based on film materials. (Such 
as film-stimulated discussions, world affairs series, great 
men series, etc.) 
8 
29. Plans, organizes, administers, and maintains the library's 
own programs or activities based on musical or non-musical 
recordings. (Such as a concert series, a follc song program, 
literature or language study groups, jazz music series, etc.) 
30. Utilizes one or more of the library's adult education serv-
ices to emphasize a special subject. (Such as a register 
and vote pro;ect, intergroup relations program, activities 
emphasizing current local, national, or world affairs, etc.) 
31. Plans and develops or utilizes educational programs on 
radio stations and networks. (Such as a boolc tallc pro-
gram, forum discussions, town meeting of the air, young 
adults' boolc discussion group, etc.) 
32. Plans and presents or utilizes educational programs on 
television stations. (Such as a boolc discussion group, adult 
classes, etc.) 
33. Emphasizes and concentrates the library's adult or young 
adult educational services for the benefit of a special in-
terest group(s) in the community. (Such as library clubs for 
young people, a field worlcer specialist to worlc with a 
special group-labor, former, older age persons, foreign-
bo,rn, parents, etc.) 
34. Administers a demonstration project of an adult education 
activity. (Such as a film program, American heritage pro-
gram, etc.) 
35. Develops and administers a cooperative film or recordings 
service for libraries. 
36. Initiates, directs, and/ or participates in continuing studies 
of adult education needs and resources in the community. 
(Such as directing a community sell-survey, studying the 
use of various educational facilities and programs, stating 
the effect of various types ol educational propaganda and 
projects, etc.) 
37. Acts as a producer of materials for adult education 
projects by request or on its own initiative. (Such as the 
production and distribution of a film telling the library 
story, special information on local history, the publication 
of a bibliographical study of a special manuscript and 
boolc collection, creation of television programs, etc.) 
'1 
EXHIBIT 5 
ASE Project Questionnaire - Draft II 
mailed July 1985 
to 
ASE Panel 
EXHIBIT 5 
Adult Servicl's in thl· E:i.:htll·s :\ l'r1•iect 0t the: Services to Adults Committee 
Rcf~rcnn· .mJ :\Jul: Savin ... l )1v1 ,i.•n American Library Association 
Adult s~rviccs in th~ Eighti~s 
"ASE Project" 
Draft II of Questionnaire 
Attached is a draft questionnaire. It is not in final form and has yet 
to be evaluated for computer analysis. It is intended to replicate to 
some degree questions and format from the 1952-53 survey for longitudinal 
comparison. Questions no longer deemed pertinent such as those relating 
to provision of film strips have been deleted. New questions such as those 
relating to microcomputers have been added. A booklet that describes each 
service will be provided when the questionnaire is sent to libraries. 
Please peruse the questionnaire, write freely on it, and add cotmnents. 
Please fill out this sheet, evaluate the questionnaire, and make additional 
comments you deem important. Return to the ASE Project Office no later than 
August 1. There will be one more iterations before the final version. Thank 
you for your help. 
Name ASE Project Director 
Kathleen M. Heim 
Address Louisiana State University 
School of Library and 
Information Science 
267 Coates Hall 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
EXHIBIT .5 
A 5 .. E· Adult Services in the Eighties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
Part I 
Adult Services 
Below is a list of adult services. If you 
provide, circle "l." If you charge a fee 
indicate "Yes" or "No". If you do not 
provide, circle "2." If you have circled 
"2"--do NOT provide--please indicate all 
reasons you do not from the selection of 
reasons on p. 
SERVICES 
SUPPLYING 
1. Arrange and display within the library 
exhibits, reading lists, materials 
collections. 
2. Supply and/or display outside the 
library exhibits, reading lists, 
materials collections. 
3. Supplies musical/spoken records/tapes 
4. Supplies and/or shows films 
5. Supplies and/or shows videotapes 
6. Supplies books and printed materials, 
as needed, in duplicate quantitites 
7. Supplies physical facilities 
8. Supplies media equipment 
9. Supplies microcomputers 
10. Supplies microcomputer software 
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SERVICES p.. c ~Q. 
PLANNING 
11. Acts as participant in planning and supporting 1 2 
development of community programs 
12. Takes leadership in initiating community-wide 1 2 
programs. 
ADVISING AND COUNSELING 
13. Suggests subjects, methods, materials, resources 1 2 
in program planning 
14. Stimulates and assists other libraries to provide 1 2 
adult services 
TRAINING 
15. Provides training for literacy volunteers 1 2 
16. Provides training in storytelling 1 2 
17. Provides training and orientation in book reviews 1 2 
and talks 
18. Provides orientation and training in group leadership 1 2 
and discussion group techniques 
19. Provides in-service training for librarians in skills 1 2 
and techniques 
INFORMING 
20. Maintains a central information file about adult 1 2 
education activities in the community 
21. Maintains a central informat~on file about media 1 2 
resources 
22. Maintains a human resources file about speakers, 1 2 
experts available 
23. Publicizes the library's adult services outside the 1 2 
library 
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DOING 
24. Presents book reviews and book talks 1 2 
25. Offers programs and activities based on books 1 2 
26. Offers programs and activities based on visual media 1 2 
-
27. Offers programs or activities based on audio resources 1 2 
28. Utilizes library's resources to hold programs on ( • 1 2 
subjects 
29. Develops programs for radio 1 2 
30. Develops program for network television 1 2 
31. Develops programs for cable television 1 2 
32. Provides literacy education 1 2 
33. Provides instruction in library use 1 2 
. 34. Organizes and concentrates activities for benefit 1 2 
of special interest group(s) 
35a. Labor 1 2 
. 35b. Unemployed 1 2 
35c. Business 1 2 
35d. Handicapped 1 2 
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35e. Minorities (if yes, please list below 1 2 
-
-
35f. Aging 1 2 
36. Administers demonstration projects on adult 1 2 
education activities 
37. Produces materials for adult education activities 1 2 
38. Participates in community analysis of adult education 1 2 
needs and resources 
Reasons for not providing services 
a. shortage of program leaders h. conununity needs unknown 
b. shortage of qualified librarians i. other agencies provide this service 
c. lack of funds j. lack of space 
d. lack of "know how" k. lack of time 
e. librarian feels service unsuitable 1. lack of means to publicize 
f .. board feels service unsuitable m. other 
g. no community need 
EXHIBIT 5 
Part II 
We want to know what adult service programs and activities your library 
provided in 1984. Categories were developed from earlier survey responses, 
literature reviews, and ASE Hearings. 
Select program numbers from the list below for what you feel are your 10 
most successful activities and fill in the grid rows on the next page. 
Then answer questions for each program as requested in columns. 
Program Activity Selection List 
1. Discussion groups not funded ~excernally. 
2. Discussion groups funded externally , (NEH, State Humanities Councils, 
Other) 
3. Films (recreational) 
4. Films-educational 
5. Education in Use of Library 
6. PUblic affairs discussion groups 
7. Consumer discussion groups 
8. Health-related discussion groups 
9. Programs aimed at special ethnic groups: 
9a. Blacks 
9b. Hispanics 
9c. Asian-American 
9d. Native American 
9e. Other (indicate) 
10. Programs aimed at types of users: 
lOa. Aging 
lOb. Parents 
lOc. Labor 
lOd. Business 
lOe. Handicapped 
lOf. Other (indicate) 
11. Information and referral 
12. Adult Independent Learners Assistance 
13. Literacy 
14. Concerts 
15. Career Information 
16. Microcomputer Instruction 
17. Orientation and training in leadership 
18. Training of literacy volunteers 
19. Genealogy workshop 
20. "How to" program 
21. Craft program 
22. Other (Use as many times as necessary) 
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Purpose Options (Question 2) 
(List all that apply) 
1. Lifelong learning 
2. To fill .a basic education adult need 
3. To stimulate discussion 
4. To provide information/facts 
5. To provide recreation 
6. To bring people to the library 
7. Good public relations 
8. Other (Indicate) 
How Publicized? · (Question 11) 
(List all that apply) 
1. Newspaper 
2. Library publicity in-house (bulletin boards, posters) 
3. Radio 
4. Network television 
5. Cable television 
6. Direct mail 
7. Announcements at meetings elsewhere in conununity 
8. Magazine 
9. Telephone book 
10. Billboard 
11. Posters in public transportation 
12. Other (indicate) 
Evaluation Techniques (Question 12) 
(List all that apply) 
1. Questionnaire 
2. Verbal comments (unsolicited) 
3. Increase in participation in program over time 
4. Interviews of participants 
5. Trained observers 
6. Conununity analysis 
7. Measurement of change in knowledge 
8. Other (please indicate) 
EXHIBIT 6 
Pretest of Final Survey Tool 
requesting input from 
ASE Panel 
March, 1986 
EXHIBIT 6 
School of Library and Infonnation Science 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
BATON ROUGE · LOUISIANA · 70803 
AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
5041388-3158 
March 14, 1986 
Dear Colleague: 
Over the last two years you have attended hearings or written to me 
with helpful comments regarding the RA.SD-Adult Services in the Eighties 
(ASE) Project. Your input has been of great help. 
I am now to the point of pre-testing the ASE survey and hope that you 
will take time to try it out, make more helpful suggestions and mail it 
back to me within two weeks of receipt. The national survey should go 
out two - three weeks after I have integrated your suggestions into the 
survey's final form. 
Thank you so much for your time, professional criticism and support. 
Sincerely, ~ 
Kathleen M. Heim 
Principal Investigator 
enc: Survey 
Adult Services in the F.ighties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
EXHIBIT 6 
School of Library and Information Science 
L 0 u Is I AN A s TATE u NI v ER s IT y AND AGRICULT\JRAL ANO MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
BATON ROUGE • LOUISIANA · 70803 
Adult Services in the Eighties 
·ASE Project· 
5041388-3158 
BRftNCH LIBRftRY 
Enclosed is a pilot questionnaire sent on behalf of the RLR-RRSD Seruices 
to Adults Committee in order to assess the scope and rnnge of public 
library services for ndults as they are practiced today. 
You were selected to reuiew D pilot because of your interest in the pro-
ject. Rfter filling it out please add comments you feel might make it 
easier to work with for the final mailing. 
Branch Rlert 
Becouse we recognize the diuersity end strength of libraries with branch 
systems such es yours we ere asking that you distribute a copy of the 
questionnaire to ell branches end hnue prouided sufficient copies based 
on your entry in the American Library Directory. 
Though this is D eHtre administretiue burden your cooperation is critical 
if we ere to prouide an indepth look at what larger systems are doing 
uis-a-uis branch seruices. 
For the branches, we hope that an estimate of the population serued can 
be prouided. fl separate questionnaire has been supplied for the central 
library as well. 
R return enuelope is enclosed. 
Adult Services in the E~ghties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
EXHIBIT 6 
School of Library and Information Science 
L 0 u I s I A N A s TATE u N I v E R s IT y AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
BATON ROUGE • LOUISIANA · 70803 
504B88-3158 
BRON CH LI BRBRY 
Name~·----------------------------~ 
Address~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Bactground 
1 J Has your library formally used the RLR Planning 
Process?_ Yes --Ho.· 
2) If yes, when? 1 g_ 
For Branch Respondents Only 
Please estimate population serued ------------
Adult Services in the Fighties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
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Directions 1 Reasons your library is not providing this service 
Be low is a 1 ist of 1 ibrary • • 0 
-7i • services. Circle • 1 • if your .. .. 
• 
~ c 
-.. .. :0 .. I ibrary provides; circle ·2· ::J L. ~ 
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0 § i -0 :c circle al I reasons for not i 'i - ): '9 ..! • • • 'V c: ) ~ 0 • 0 Q. 
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SUPPLYING 
1 .. Display within the library exhibits based on 
materials owned by the library. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 I~ 14 15 16 
2 . Display within the library exhibits based on 
non-library materials . 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
3 . Display outside the library exhibits based on 
materials owned by the library . 1 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
4 . Provide reading lists or bibliographies. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
5 . Circulate books In multiple copies for group 
I 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 I 3 ~4 15 16 use. 
6 . Provide interlibrary loan services. 1 2 VN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 tt 12 13 14 15 16 
7 . Circulate musical records . 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 
I 
8 . Circulate spoken records. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
9. Circulate musical tapes . 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
10 . Circulate spoken tapes. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
I I . Circulate films I 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
12. Circulate videotapes. I 2 VN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
13. Provide equipment for in-library use. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
14. Circulate media equipment.. 1 2 VN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
15. Provide microcomputer software for 
In-library use. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1~ 14 15 16 
16. Circulate microcomputer software . 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 ;3 14 15 16 
17. Provide microcomputers for in-library use . 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
1 B. Circulate microcomputers. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 1 1 12 I~ 14 15 16 
19. Provide meeting or conference room space .. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 I~ 14 15 16 
Directions 
Below Is a Hst of llbrary 
serulces. circle • 1 • If uour 
llbrary prouldes: circle • 2 • 
Is not. If you haue circled • 2 •• 
clrcle all reasons for not 
doing so In columns 4-16. 
Indicate also If a fee Is 
charged for anu serulce In 
column 3. 
20. Provide photocopy machines. 
21 . Circulate other(list,_ ______ _ 
22. Circulate otherClist,_ ______ _ 
23. Circulate otherClist,_ ______ _ 
PROGRAMMING IN THE LIBRARY 
24. Presents book talks/ reviews . 
25. Presents programs on current eventsClive). 
26 ., Presents programs on special 
subjecl!Clive ). 
27. Presents programs on current 
events(radio). 
28 . Presents programs on special 
subjects(radio). 
29 . Presents programs on current 
events(broadcast TV). 
30 . Presents programs on special 
subjects(broadcast TV). 
31 . Presents programs on current 
events(cable TV). 
32. Presents program on special 
subjectsCcable TV). 
33 . Provfdes Instruction (to groups) on 
library use. 
34 . Provides literacy education to groups. 
35. Provides literacy education to individuals . 
36. Facilitates literacy education with 
racll ltles or referral. 
EXHIBIT 6 
2 Reasons this service 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Directions 
Below Is a Hst of llbrary 
serulces. Clrcle • 1 • If your 
library prouldes: circle • 2 • 
Is not. If you haue circled • 2 • 
clrcle all reasons for not 
doing so In columns 4-16. 
I ndlcate also If a fee Is 
charged for any serulce In 
column 3. 
37. Provide instruction to individuals on 
library use. 
EXHIBIT 6 
3 Reasons this service 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
38. Organize programming for special groups. 1 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 
a. Aging. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
b. Business . 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
c. Career Counseling. 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
d. Genealogists . 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
e. Handicapped. 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
f . Labor. 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
g. Parents. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 16 
h. Unemployed. 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
I. Minorities (llst). 
2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
j. Other(llst). 
2 VN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
4 2 YN 4 5 6 7 6 9 
2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Directions 
Below is 11 list of library 
services. Circle • 1 • if your 
library prouides; circle • 2 • 
is not. If you haue circled • 2 •, 
circle all reasons for not 
doing so in columns 4-16. 
Indicate also if a fee is 
charged for any seruice in 
column l. 
OUTREACH 
39 . Provide to hospitals. 
a. Materials on demand. 
b. Deposit collections . 
c . Programming. 
4 
" c ~ .:t 
• • 'i ... 
. ~ 
- -
EXHIBIT 6 
this service 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 13 14 15 16 
2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 13 14 15 16 
I 40. Provide to prisons. ...,__ __ ---+--t--+-..........+--+-+-+-+-..._......-+-+--t--t--t--1-
a. Materials on demand. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
b. Deposit Collectlons. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 
c . Programming . 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
41 . Provide to retiremenVnursing homes .. 
a. Materials on demand . 2 Y N 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 
b. Deposit Collections . 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
c . Programming. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
42 . Provide to homebound. 
a. Materials on demand. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 
b. Deposit Collections . 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
c . Programming. 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
43 . Provide books by mail. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 
441. Provide bookmobile service. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
a. Materials on demand . 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
b. Programming. 2 Y N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
c. Publicize central library programming. 2 V N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
EXHIBIT 6 
Directions 5 Reasons your library is not providing this service 
Below is e list of librery • • ~ 
- > seruices. Circle • 1 • if your .ta "' ~ L c 
.J! • 
"' 
.:! 
- "" 
:J library prouides; circle • 2 • L 
-
; .Cl c ... • .. • is not. If you heue circled • 2 •, 'I ... = ) ~ .., 1 ;@ i ~ -• • • 0 
- ~ -'V § § ,, t • circle ell reasons for not ~ t -• ">= 'V > ,Q s: • I e doing so In columns 4-16. • 
0 • ~ .. 1ii 
- "' 'I A. .s ;= .. ~ 
-
> 
f ... & i j ! • ~ • Ml • .,. .,. lndicete elso If a fee is (\... A. 11111 - c ~ i 6 'V ~ i 0 J """ J! 
' 
l charged for any seruice In g & 0 i z e ... • I : a } • • ~ c .. - I • 32 3r ~ "o :J "o "o """ ... ' column 3. ~ 0 > - 0 -& '? .! ... ! e ! • ~ 1 ~ i • 0 ~ ~ 1 8 8 ~ di .. 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ m z u ~ 
INFORMING 
45 . Maintains a central file about community 
ac:tivilies. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1f 
46 . Maintains a file about media resources other 
than those owned by the library. I 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 IC 11 12 1~ 14 15 1f 
47 . Maintains a human resources file on 
speakers . 1 2 YN 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 :s 14 15 1e 
48 . Publicizes the library's adult services 
outside the library. 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
49. Provides onllne search services . 1 2 YN 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
-EXHIBIT 6 . 
Part 11 
We want to know what key adult seruice programs and actiuities your 
library prouided in 1985. Categories were deueloped from earlier 
suruey responses, literature reuiews, and RSE Hearings. 
6 
Select program numben from the list below for what you feel were 
your 5 most successful actiuities and fill in the grid rows on the neHt 
page. Then answer questions for each program as requested in columns. 
Program Rctiuity Selection List 
1. Concerts. 
2. Literary discussion groups. 
3. Films or uideos (educational). 
4. Films or uideos (recreational). 
5. Public affairs discussion groups. 
6. Rdult independent leamen assistance. 
1. Literacy programs. 
8. Training literacy uolunteers. 
9. How to use the library. 
1 a.career information. 
11.Training in leadership stills. 
12.Communications workshops. 
13.Microcomputer instruction. 
14.Genealogy. 
15. •How to •program on------------
16.Craft program. 
17 .Preuentiue health (stress reduction, eHercise, etc.). 
18.Consumer information. 
19.Programs aimed at types of users: 
19a. Aging. 
19b. Business. 
19c. Handicapped. 
19d. Labor. 
1 9e. Parents. 
19f. Other (indicate,_ _________ _ 
20.Programs aimed at ethnic groups: 
20a. American Indian and Inuit. 
20b. Asian-American. 
20c. Blacks. 
20d. Hispanics. 
20e. OtherOndicate,_ _________ _ 
EXHIBIT 6 
7 
... """ ~~ ... z 
. '° '"' I~ ·- t! ~·x ii> =i . -· ·~ ~· · -<3 :II ""'V x. -- ., A."" 
-... :II 0 ~ 2i. .. ,,,.  'V ~ 9: ell 3 :II •• 
.a ~ 2 ~ •• O'V 13 .... ;-3 3 CJ 191: N ':I' 'V ell 
:II • .. .. 
"""" ••
.g_ - - Q. ~3 !- - • 0 0 
• 
- i"" n I. :::;: 0 .. ~g 
.. 
- .. -N 
"° --.. • -< • . :: I c 
.. 191 
:II .i Subject(s) with which activity ~-
-
IC -
.a ~ was concerned . 
• c 
Purpose of aclivity(select number ~ 
N 
""' 
from list provided on following u. 
-page). ; 
- ,.. r Name of other agencies that i 
-· Q. 0 c ._ ~ 
- =' 0 
°" 
cooperate in this activity. > 
-r A 
"' 0 % 
-41 
> j S! r " If externally funded source of -i !a .. < 
'o 
funds. ... 
-< ~ .. 
c 
Ui 
Is this a permanent activity'? ~ 
-< (JI z YorN. 
" >
How long has this activity been =Ti N .c 
c 0- operational ? ~ 
"" - .. 
(I) 
-4 
0 
r- Typical participants(men.women. z & .... 8 ~ labor. minority groups). ,., (/) 
z 
0 
-4 
- CD 
Estimated number of participants? 10 CD (If ongoing give average) "'O 
r-
-< 
,.. ~ 
"' 
~ Where held? (Library or other. or ~ ., • other location) . ., Ii; c 
-< ~ 
- Who conducts? g 0 
:z 
-t 
"' 
-
z 
~ How publicized? (select from list 0 
- < .. 
- on the next page) . .... 
-
Evaluation Methods(select from list 
.... N on the next page). 
PURPOSE OPTIONS (Question 2) 
(list all that apply) 
1. Lifelong learning 
2. To flit a basic adult education need 
3. To stimulate discussion 
4. To prouide information/facts 
5. To proulde recreation 
6. To bring people to the library 
1. Good public relations 
8. Other (I ndlcate) 
HOW PUBLICIZED? (Question 11) 
(List all that apply) 
1. Newspaper. 
2. Library publicity in-house (bulletin 
boards, posten). 
3. Radio. 
4. Network teleuision. 
5. Cable teleuision. 
6. Direct mail. 
1. Announcements et meetings else-
where in community. 
8. Magazine. 
9. Telephone book. 
1 0. Billboard. 
11. Posters in public transportation. 
12. Other (indicate). 
EXHIBIT 6 
8 
EURLURTI ON TECHN I ODES (Question 12) 
(List all that apply) 
1. Questionnaire. 
2. Uerbel comments Cunsollclted). 
3. Increase In participation In 
program ouer time. 
4. I nterulew with participants. 
5. Trained obseruers. 
6. Community analysis. 
7. Measurement of change In 
knowledge. 
8. Steff 
9. Other (Indicate). 
EXHIBIT 7 
Cover letter and Final Version of 
ASE Questionnaire 
mailed 
May, 1986 
" . 
EXHIBI'T 7 
REFERENCE ANO ADULT SERVICES OIVl~ION 
A DIVISION OF THE 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCl.ATION 
50 EAST HURON STREET • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 • (312) 944-6780 
May 1986 
Dear Adult Services Librarians: 
The enclosed questionnaire is the first census of the scope and range of adult 
services activities in U.S. public libraries conducted since 1953. T.12 "Adult 
Services in the Eighties"--ASE--Project is supported by an American Library 
Association Goal Award and sponsored by the RASD Services to Adults Committee. 
Your cooperation in completing and mailing back this questionnaire will result 
in the development of a comprehensive report on the state of the art of adult 
services today. The findings will provide planning information for the Division 
as we chart our future directions. 
I am especially pleased that this study takes place during my presidential year. 
A comprehensive analysis of services to adults is needed to ensure that public 
libraries are clearly at the forefront of the national movement toward life-long 
learning. 
On behalf of the Reference and Adult Services Division I thank you for the time 
and wisdom you will contribute in filling out this questionnaire. 
Sincerely~~~ iJ.LO\l Rebe~g ·~ ~ 
President of the Reference and 
Adult Services Division 
To: Adult Services Librarians 
From: Kathleen M. Heim, Investigator for the ASE Project & ,!g_ editor 
Ov~r the five years I have edited ,!g_ I have come to realize that we do not have 
a great deal of current research taking place on the scope of adult services in 
U.S. libraries. I have worked for three years with the RASD Services to Adults 
Committee to develop the questionnaire . 
The time that you take to complete this questionnaire will be the basis for a 
major RASD report. It is our intention that this report will provide a compre-
hensive picture of adult services today. 
I greatly appreciate the time and effort you will expend on this questionnaire. 
Adult Services in the faghties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
EXHIBIT 7 ,. 
R~FERENCE AND ADULT SERVICES DIVISION 
A DIVISION OF THE 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
50 EAST HURON STREET • CHICAGO, IUINOIS 60611 • (312) ~780 
IDll 
----(for off ice use only) 
BRANCH LIBRARY 
NAME OF 
RESPONDENT:~-------------~ 
TELEPHONE=--------------~ 
BACKGROUND 
1) Has your library used the PLA's A Planning Process 
for Public Libraries? 
YES NO 
2) If yes, when did the process begin? 
-------
I 19 __ 
3) Please estimate population served by Branch, 
Adult Services in the E:ghties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
1 DIRECTIONS 
Below is a list of library services to ~ I 
~ I ~ I adults. Circle "Y" if your library pro- ~ ~ ~ vides; circle "N" if it does not. If fees ~ ~ ~ are charged circle "Y" in column three. 2 2 2 m ~ m m [X)ES Y<JJl LIBRARY ... ? 8 8 8 
1. Display within the library exhibits based y N y 18. Provide Interlibrary loan services. y N y 34. Organize programming for special 
on materials owned by the library. groups. 
19. Provide AV equipment for In-library use. y N y 
2. Display within the library exhibits based y N y a. Business. 
y N y 
on non-library materials. 20. Provide microcomputer software for y N 
. y 
In-library use. b. Genealogists. y N y 
3. Display outside the library exhibits based y N y 
on materials owned by the library. 21. Provide microcomputers for In-library y N '( c. HandicaWOO. 
y N y 
use. 
4. Circulate books in multiple copies for 
' 
N y d. Job seekers. 
y N y 
group use. 22. Provide meeting or conference room y N T 
space. e. Labor groups. y N y 
5. Circulate mircocomputers. y N y 
23. Provide photocopy machines. y N '( f. Older adults. y N y 
6. Circulate microcomputer software. y N y 
24. Present book talks/ reviews. y N '( g. Parents. y N y 
7. Circulate musical records. y N y 
25. Present live programs. y h. Minority (list). y N 
8. Circulate spoken records. y N y 
26. Present radio programs. y N 'r 1. .Y N y 
9. Circulate musical tapes. y N y 27. Present cable 1V programs. y N '( 2. y N 
y 
1 O. Circulate spoken tapes. y N y y N y 28. Provide Instruction to groups on y N '( 3. 
11. Circulate AV materials. y N y library use .. 4 . y N y 
12. Circulate films. y N 29. Provide instruction to Individuals y N 
. 
y 
' on library use. J. Other (list). 
13. Circulate videotapes. y N y 30. Provide literacy education to groups. y N '( 1. y N y 
14. Circulate other(list) t'f N y 31. Provide literacy education to Individuals. y N .., 2. y N y 
15. Circulate other(list) l'l' N y 32. Provide f acilitles for literacy education. y N .., 3. y N y 
16. Circulate other(list) ~ N y 33. Provide ref e_rral to another agency for y N 
' 
4. y N y 
17. Provide reading lists or bibliographies. y N y literacy education. 
2 DIRECTIONS 
Below is a list of library services to ~ I I " adults. Circle "Y" if your library pro-H vides; circle "N" if it does not. If fees ~ ~ H are charged circle "Y" in column three. 2 2 r:Q H ~ m :I: 8 tl DOESYOUlLmARY ... ? 8 
35. Provide to hospitals. y N y 41. Maintain information on y N y 
community activities. 
a. Materials on demand. y N y 
42. Maintain information about 
b. Deposit collections. y N y media resources other than 
those owned by the library. 
c. Programming. y N y 
43. Maintain a human resources file. y 
36. Provide to prisons. y N y 
44. Maintain other resource files (list). 
a. Materials on demand. y N y 
a. y 
b. Deposit collections. y N y y N y b. 
c. Programming. y N y y N y c. 
37. Provide to retirement/ nursing homes. y N y 
d. y N y 
a. Materials on demand. y N y 
b. Deposit collections. y N y 
c. Programming. y N y 
38. Provide materials to homebound. y N y 
39. Provide books by mail. y N y 
40. Provide bookmobile service. y N y 
a. Materials on demand. y N y 
b. Programming. y N y 
c. Publicize central library programming. y N y 
EXHIBIT 7 
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What was the subject with which 
c§ a~ the activity was concerned? 
m 
i What was the purpose cc I\) of the activity? ~ 
- mm What agencies ~~o ~ :::> Q) (,.) cooperated in this a 
. 2. activity? 2 
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(me·n, women, labor groups, minor- ~ ~ (I) ity groups, etc.} Cil 
- ~ What was the estimated number 
- of participants? (./) CD CD § (if ongoing give average) 
c ~ 
c:r <O Where held? (library ~ ... I» or other location) 
-< g ;;li-1 - ~ (I) -'< 
... c 
- Who amducted the program? :;; en :::> 0 
. e 
39:~:0 How were programs publicized? § Q)... ~ 
-I' - (I) 
-
_, 
-!l ~ :I 0 Q) c 
=- (I) What evaluation methods CD en 
-~ 
:;> 
I\) were used? 
REFERENCE AND ADULT SERVICES DIVl~ION 
A DIVISION OF THE 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
50 EAST HURON STREET • CHICAGO, IUINOIS 60611 • (312) 944-6780 
NAME OF 
RESPONDENT: 
EXHIBIT 7 
ID# 
---(for off ice use only) 
CENTRAL LIBRARY 
~-------------------
TELEPHONE: 
BACKGROUND 
1) Has your library used the PLA's A Planning Process 
for Public Libraries? 
YES NO 
2) If yes, when did the process begin? 
-------
I 19 
Adult Services in the Eighties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
EXHIBIT 7 
REFERENCE AND ADULT SERVICES DIVllSION 
A DIVISION OF THE 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
50 EAST HURON STREET • CHICAGO, IUINOIS 60611 • (312) 944-6780 
ID/I 
----(for off ice use only) 
CENTRAL LIBRARY 
NAME OF 
RESPONDENT: 
ADDRESS: 
------~--~-----------
---------------------~ 
TELEPHONE: 
---------------------
BACKGROUND 
1) Has your library used the PLA's A Planning Process 
for Public Libraries? 
YES_NO 
2) If yes, when did the process begin? 
________ , 19 
Surveys are enclosed for each branch library, plus one for bookmobile 
service (regardless of number of bookmobiles). Information was derived 
from the American Libr~ry Directory. 
We greatly appreciate your help in distributing and collecting completed 
surveys. Please return them all in the enclosed envelope. Many Thanks! 
Adult Services in the Eighties A Project of the: Services to Adults Committee 
Reference and Adult Services Division American Library Association 
EXHIBIT 8 
Swmnary of ASE Project 
"mid-mailing" 
prepared by 
Gary o. Rolstad, ASE Coordinator 
for ASE Program at the 
American Library Association 
Annual Conference 
July 2, 1986 
Summary of ASE Project presentation at ALA, 1986, 
New York; July 2 
prepared by Gary o. Rolstad 
EXHIBIT 8 
Public Libraries are at the head of a renaissance of education; there is 
a realignment of educational and cultural priorities. A broad definition of 
Adult Services is: any activity for the benefit of adults (except basic 
reference) including circulation of materials, exhibits, provision of meeting 
rooms, service to groups, involvement in community activity and programs. 
Adult services are the heart and soul of library activity; but have not been 
grounded in theory; nor is the concept examined in the literature to sustain 
its own development. 
We need to define the difficulty in creating a coherent approach. 
Literacy, for example, is one program that has developed to the point where it 
has funded support. ASE will provide the background, the information base via 
over 2,500 articles, mostly practical in nature, to help develop this unified 
approach. 
BQ experiences a shortage of articles in the area of adult services. We 
need to try to find why there is a lack of theory. A Bibliography will access 
the back-up literature. 
The ALA Goal Award of $5,000 in 1983 was premised on the development of 
a questionnaire around the literature and data. The American Library 
Directory was searched for libraries (public) serving over 25,000. We sought 
to find who circulates what; where; in what size communities; what programs; 
etc. The information should find use as ammunition to support funding, 
because the data show what kinds of programs are out there, and to what degree 
of success they are accomplished. Twenty percent of libraries have genealogy 
programs; 20% have aid for job seekers - having to close a library during a 
period of high unemployment. while libraries are providing job-seekin~ 
information would therefore seem contradictory. 
EXHIBIT 8 
The report itself aims for chapters on major services; where they fit 
in, with what findings; it will be a sourcebook of the state of the art, with 
a bibliography. ASE updates will be in BQ. 
Questions: l. County Wide systems have had difficulty filling out the 
Comments: survey because services are centralized (something we 
anticipated) 
2. Librarians need to know about these activities before 
they are history. 
3. What percent of libraries use the Planning Process? -
25\ of early returns 
4. What's the address at LSU? 
5. Small libraries in many county systems ~ being reached 
(beyond the over 25,000 limit) 
EXHIBIT 9 
Rolstad memo on Data Entry 
Campus Correspondence 
EXHIBIT 9 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
From: Gary R. Date: July 13,1986 
To: 7908 Seminar ASE data entry teams 
The manual data entry team has caught up with the backlog of surveys. 
All demographic elements are entered on the boxed questionnaires and 
ready for computer input. So, we are able to double the number of people 
on the second team in an effort to catch up on that task as well. 
Everyone in the seminar now has a section of responsibility for computer 
entry of data, as per below: 
Phil Arny 
Gary Rolstad 
Jill Ellern 
Connie Van Fleet 
Dannie Ball 
Dana Watson 
Stuart Douglass 
Jim Bloom 
Lolah Giamalva 
Alabama - California 
Colorado - Idaho 
Illinois - ·Kentucky 
Louisiana - Mississippi 
Missouri - New York 
North Carolina - Oregon 
Pennsylvania - Texas 
Utah - Washington 
West Virginia - Wyoming 
The work load has been divided more equally, even though there is still some 
variation in exact amounts. But everyone has a manageable section and we need 
to proceed with alacrity. At the same time, be accurate and conscientious 
about the data you enter. 
Finally, be sure to review regularly the authority lists for the variables 
that require listed information, i.e. words; consistency in these areas will 
make analysis much simpler, so know the standard terms for ethnic groups, 
circulating items and programs. 
Thanks. 
EXHIBIT 10 
ASE Reminder 
July 1986 
DEAR COLLEAGUE: 
Remember the A.S.E. Survey? The Adult Services In 
The Eighties questionnaire, a project of ALA/RASO, 
sought your input on library activities and programs 
some weeks back. (Call or write if you need surveys,) 
Please spend a few minutes filling it out and 
returning it to: 
We need your help! 
ASE PROJECT 
Louisiana State University 
School of Library and Info. Sc:• 
267 Coates Hall 
Baton Rouge, LA (504) 388-3119 70803-3920 
Your input is important! 
THANKS! 
EXHIBIT 10 
EXHIBIT lla - lld 
ASE PROGRAMS 
Written by 
J. Stuart Douglass 
Philip Hummel Arny 
James L. Bloom 
Gillian D. Ellern 
EXHIBIT lla 
Data Entry Program 
EXHIBIT lla 
~ 1_ 1 ~:EH t4du1t: S c.rr vi c~s i n t he Ei 9 t1t 1 c ~ . t-=: :-: · ~ =; j~4 c i..: ·-·fl.:\: ·: := · ..:: ~ \· l c :?s LO :.:.t. t _' ~ 'l · 
.::>
1
) REt-1 Comm1tte.c: . F:efercnc:~ clnd H:tult Scr '~· iccs L1 ;. vi 3 i o n .. f ·tmer ~ .::an ~1:...1-r.\I·;· --~ ~::;.o c. 
edit 30 
11 0 CLS 
160 CLEAR 
DIM LPTS<5l ,SUBJS(5l . ~URP :;o( 5 l . ASEl~$ ( 5 l . EFS~ " 5 l ,uA$ (5l .:-lLSO:i' \ :S"1 ,TPl"C5l 
DIM ENP$ (5l ,wHs <5 > , WCP<5 l ' PPS<5 l . EMUS(5 ) 20 0 
:21 ( 1 
.::61) 
.::1 0 
3 b0 
410 
46(1 
51 (I 
560 
610 
660 
710 
760 
310 
PRINT, "ADULT SERVICES SURVEY" 
PRINT 
"Ootion 1. 
"Option 2. 
"Option 3. 
Enter Sur vey Infc:;rmation: " 
Pr-int F i le: " 
Terminate: 11 
PRINT 
PRlNT, 
PRINT , 
PF: INT, 
PRINT 
PRINT 
INPUT "(Type the number of the task you wish to per~orm>:", TASK 
IF TASK GOTO 1010 
IF TASK 2 GOTO 26960 
IF TASK 
PRINT 
3 GOTO 28410 
860 PRINT "You must choose option 1 , 2, or 3." 
91U GOTO 110 
960 CLEAR 
1010 CLS 
1015 ID$ = " ":BIDS = " ":NOLS = " ": BNOLS = " " 
1060 PRINT "Will tnis be for the central library or a bran:::h?" 
1110 PRINT 
1160 PRINT "Option l. Central Library" 
121U PRINT "Option 2. Branch Library" 
1260 PRINT 
1310 INPUT "<Type the option of your choicel: ", CHOICE 
1360 IF CHOICE 1 GOTO 161(1 
1410 IF CHOICE = 2 GOTO 2610 
146(• PF:INT 
1510 PRINT "You must choose option 1 or 2." 
1560 GOTO 1310 
1610 CLS 
1660 PRINT,, "Centr-al Library Questionaire" 
1710 PRINT 
1760 INPUT ." I 04t: " , I 0$ 
1810 PRINT 
186(1 LINE INPUT "Noame of library:", NOi...$ 
1910 PRINT 
1960 PRINT " Background" 
2010 PRINT 
2015 PRINT 
2060 PRINT "Hoas your lit:roary used the PLA ' s ' · A Planning Process for " 
2110 INPUT "Public Libra.ries '' (Y/Ni ";PLAYESNO$ 
2160 IF PLA'1'ESNOS '"'(" THEN GOTO 2460 
2210 IF PLAYEStJO$ "y" THEN GOTO 2460 
2260 IF PLAYESN0-5 "N" THEN GOTO 3610 
2310 IF PLAYESNO:i; "n" THEN GOTO 3610 
2360 PRINT "You must answer YIN'" 
2410 GOTO 2060 
2460 PRINT 
251(> INPUT "When did the process beg~n?: ", MON 
::?5b0 GOTO 3610 
2610 CLS 
2660 PRINT,, "Branch Lit r ary C!Llti!St: ona.i re" 
2710 PRINT 
::?7 60 l .NPUT " IJ:o4t: " , BID~ 
2810 PRINT 
=860 LINE INPUT "Name of branch:", BNOLa 
=9 ~•:• FR I MT 
~ . i:: ' . ~ ~:: : 
: ... I ~ ) - ·f-.: 11~· I 
:.:;t)c•:1 P;:;:rt-~T ' :H3 :: · ·c,Ln · ~: u -ctr'. ' .~Sf?d Lh :. ~ -> i _H s 
: · ll(· I!-.JPL T 11 F u !:: ! 1:: L ~t r 3. 1-l~~ · 
~ F ::.L_t.1,'E: \ l:J_. l• ·: f :E. ' I LCTJ :: ~ .::i • .. 1 
IF PLf4 YESMO·f: .,,, 11 !"f~E ; ~ G.JTU 3 ~· 6 (> 
I F F'L A~ES!~U,. I • J •~ • I 1 H!:: l i GOTO ::=-6·:1 
I F I ·L r.W?:::SNIJJ '· n'· THEM GG10 ::5b0 
PRINT uv ou mu st ans ~·.i l?r y l~~ ! II 
SOTO 3060 
I l~PUT " Wnk'.'n .: ~ d ":he proc..,ss De:;;ii:-i ? :", DMON 
PRINT 
EXHIBIT lla 
3 6 l• 
::.21c. 
.:.::6 (1 
33!0 
::360 
3 410 
3.;0 0 
35 10 
3560 
3565 
3570 
3 .:,1 0 
3 660 
371 0 
3760 
381 0 
3 815 
3 8 20 
3825 
3860 
3910 
3960 
4010 
40b0 
4110 
4160 
4210 
4 260 
4310 
436(1 
4410 
4460 
4510 
4560 
I NPUT "P l e ase es~imate poµulat : o n served bv Branc~: " , POPUL 
I F PLAYESl~O$ " y" rHEN PL AYESNO:!" a y 11 
IF PLAYESNOJ; = " n" THErJ P:...A 'iES l~O$ = "N " 
CLS 
PRihlT " ID#: 
PRINT "Name of Library: 
" ID$ 
" NOL$ 
PRINT " P lann!ng orocess beginning date: " M!JN 
PR!NT 
PRINT " Lit::rar y used PLA ' s P lanning Pr·ocess: " ; PLAYESi ~O:t 
PRINT 
PRIIH 
PRINT "Branch ID#: " BID:t 
PRINT "Name of r~spond in g branch: • BNOLS 
PRINT "Planning process beginning date: " BMOtJ 
PRINT "Population number servec:: by branch: " POPUL 
PRIIH 
PRINT 
BEEP:INPUT "Is the ;above information correct? (\'/Nl:" , INFORMATION$ 
IF INFORMATIONS "Y" THEN GOTO 451 0 
IF INFORMAT!ON-S " y " THEN GOTO 4510 
IF INFORMATIONS "N" THEN GOTO 960 
IF INFORMATION$ "n" THEN GOTO 960 
PRINT "You must ;answer • Y · or · N · • " 
GOTO 4160 
CLS 
IF CHOICE = 2 THEN 4565 ELSE 4610 
4565 INPUT "Do You W;ant to Enter Oemog ;~aphic dat;a"; QUEST$ 
4570 IF <QUESTS = "y" > OR (QUEST$ .. "Y" > THEtJ 4610 ELSE 616•) 
4010 PRINT, "DEMOGRf'.:1PHIC INFORMATION" 
4660 PRINT 
4710 PRINT 
4760 fNPUT _ "Percentage white:", PERW 
4810 PRINT 
4860 INPUT "Percent;age bl;acl: : ", PERB 
4910 PRINT 
4960 INPUT "Percentage hi&panic:", PERH 
5010 PRINT 
5060 INPUT "Percent;age other:", PERO 
5110 PRINT 
5160 INPUT "Percentage with 12 ye;ars of education:" , PERE 
5210 PRINT 
5260 INPUT "Percent;age with 16 year s of education:", PERR 
5310 PRINT 
5360 INPUT "Percent;age over 65:", PERC 
5410 PRINT 
5460 INPUT "Per capi til income:", INCOME 
5510 PRINT 
5560 INPUT "Percentage below the poverty level :", PBPL 
:5610 PRINT 
56b0 INPUT "Population: " , POPULATiotJ 
5710 PRINT 
5 7 b0 PRINT 
581 0 BEEP: IMPUT "Is the above i nformation c:orrect 'C ( "(I N ) : ", HJFOR~IATIONJ 
58o0 IF INFORMATION$ .. . ., ,, THEH GOTO 616•) 
::, -, J .' l I : ! It" ~J! .I ;1 ·l : I . : I.:." -
5 9 t.(1 ! F H IFOF,1•1;.; T i u hh> ·• r·J" 
6(> 1 t) IF I "lFDF<l·l .:.T l Cl 4~ " n " 
6 00(> F'F: Il>JT ' ' 'v OLl mu s t c-.n EW-?•-
61 l O SOTO 5810 
016(• CLS 
i rlEI .. GOTO ~1511l 
: ~t::1 ,~ so rn ir51 •) 
· ·'1' ~r · t ·~ • 
6 2 10 PRINT "Does Your Lib~a~ y .. . ~" 
6 2 o 0 PR INT 
EXHIBIT lla 
6310 PRINT "l. Display withi~ tl1e librar; Exhibits basod on materials owned by t 
he libr<J.ry." 
6360:1 GOSUB 2861(1 
6410 AA$ = CHOICE$ 
6460 CLS 
6510 PRINT "2. Display within the library exhibits based on non-library material 
s. 
6560 GOSUB 28610 
0010 AB$ = CHOICE$ 
6660 CLS 
6710 PRINT "3. Display ou~s1de the library exhibits based on materials ow~ed by 
the librayy." 
6760 GOSUB 28610 
6810 AC$ = CHOICE$ 
6860 CLS 
6910 PRINT "4. Circul~te books in multiple copies for group use." 
6960 GOSUB 28610 
7010 AD$ • CHOICE$ 
7060 PRINT 
7110 CLS 
7160 PRINT ''5. Circulate microcomputers." 
7210 GOSUB 28610 
7260 AES = CHOICE$ 
7310 CLS 
7360 PRINT 
7410 GOSUB 
7460 AF$ = 
7510 CLS 
756(1 PRINT 
7610 GOSUB 
7660 AG$ = 
7710 CLS 
7760 PRINT 
7810 GOSUB 
7860 AH$ • 
7910 CLS 
7960 PRINT 
8010 GOSUB 
8060 AI$ .. 
8110 CLS 
8160 PRINT 
8210 GOSUB 
8260 AJ$ 
8310 CLS 
8360 CLS 
8410 PRINT 
8460 GOSUB 
Al<:S ·., 
CLS 
PRINT 
GO SUB 
AL$ =-
CLS 
"6. Circulate microcomputer software." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"7. Circulate musical 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
records." 
"8. Circulate spoken records." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"9. Circulate musical tapes." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"10. Circulate spoken tapes." 
28610 
ChOICES 
"11. Circulate AV materials." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"12. Circulate f~l~s." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
8510 
8560 
8610 
8660 
8710 
8760 
8810 
8860 
891(1 
8960 
PRINT "13. Circulate v i deotapes. " 
GOSUB 28610 
AM$ = CHOICE$ 
CLS 
9060 BEEP:LitlE INPUT "!4. Circul«-::e ot:oe1- \li:;t:-: ·', C:Jl ~ 
~· ~ .:. ·... . . 
t:; Leo (> tiO::a.JB ...:8e: : •. ' 
·-? .::1u :~h!:f = CHC:l.:..~ : '. 
.:. .. 26·: 1 CLS 
. •'- . :_; ::: '. ... ·- . 
i:·:::;oo Lir.J~ l!·!PU: " .:5 .. C.irL:LL.~i:.c· o th e r · (~:. s:1: '· . C.O:::l 
9410 IF co:1 = ..• T~EN CrlOI~:s 
9460 GO SUB ::86 "(• 
9510 ~0$ = ChOI SE~ 
95ot> CL3 
: · ·=cc~.;. = •· : GO TD "'!: 1 C• 
'1600 LINE INPUT ·'16 . Circ:ule1-::? ot.lier ·. lis;:):'". C03! 
9710 IF CD3$ = ""' THCN CHOICE$ = " ":CC3:1· = " " :GOTO 981 ·) 
9760 GOSUB =86& 0 
9810 AP$ = CHO ICES 
98o0 CLS 
9910 PF.INT "17. Provide reading lists of biblicgr.aphies." 
99o0 GOSUB 28t1 0 
10010 AQS ~ CH0ICES 
1(1<)60 CLS 
10110 PRINT " 1. 
10160 PRINT ' 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT ' 10. 
PRINT 11. 
"PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
3. 
4. 
:; . 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
AA1· 
AB:f 
i:.c:t 
AD$ 
AF$ 
AG$ 
AH$ 
Al$ 
"; AJ$ 
"; AK$ 
"; AL:f. 
0
; AM$ 
"; COl~ " 
"; C02$ II 
"; C03:S; 0 
"; AQ$ 
";AN$ 
";AO$ 
";AP$ 
BEEP: INPUT "ls this corr.i'ct"; INFORMATION$ 
EXHIBIT lla 
10210 
10260 
10310 
10300 
10410 
10460 
1051':> 
10560 
10610 
10660 
10710 
10760 
10810 
10860 
10910 
10960 
11010 
11060 
11110 
11160 
11210 
11260 
11310 
11360 
11410 
11460 
11510 
11560 
11610 
11660 
11710 
11760 
11810 
11860 
11910 
11960 
12010 
12060 
12110 
1:!lb0 
12210 
12260 
12310 
1236(• 
12 410 
12460 
IF ( INFORMATION$= "N"> OR CINFORMATICN$ = "n"> THEM 6160 
CLS 
PRINT 
PRINT "18. Provide interlibr.ary lean services." 
GOSUB 28610 
AR$ .. 
CLS 
PRINT 
GOSUB 
AS:f ,. 
CLS 
PRINT 
GOSUB 
ATS "' 
CLS 
PRINT 
CLS 
PRINT 
GOSUB 
AU:f = 
CLS 
PRINT 
GOSU8 
AV$ = 
CLS 
PRINT 
GOSUB 
AW:f 
CLS 
CHOICE$ 
"19. Provide AV equipm•nt -tor in-library use." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"20. Provide microcomputer software for in-library use. " 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"You must answer · y · or ' i'i ' . 11 
"21. Provide microcomputers for in-library use. " 
2861(> 
CHOICE:! 
"22. Provide meeting or c:on+erence room space. " 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"23. Provide photocopy in.chines." 
'.:8610 
CHOICE$ 
.!_: :;1 _1 : ·r-: ... r: I ' ~ · 1 . ! : E..:Z..:....::1t 
!25cu ~GSLl~ ~8~!~· 
.:r::.o! \:' A.\$ = ~HUILC..f 
12000 CLS 
l.271(• l''fU IH '·:25 . Pr-esent 
1~7o0 GOSUB 286 &0 
12 81<.I ..;Y:t = CHO ICE$ 
12860 CLS 
12910 PRINT "26. Pr·esen l 
!2960 GOSUB 28010 
13010 AZ:t = CHDIC=::t 
1306(> CLS 
Jive p;oqram~ . · 
13110 PRINT 
13160 GOSUB 
"27. Present c "'-bl e T\I ;:irograms." 
286 10 
BA:f = 
CLS 
CHOICE$" 
EXHIBIT lla 
PRINT 
GO SUB 
88$ = 
CLS 
"28. Provide instruction to groups on library use. 
28610 
PRINT 
GOSUB 
BC$ = 
CLS 
PRINT 
GO SUB 
BD$ = 
CLS 
PRINT 
GO SUB 
BE$ s 
CLS 
PRINT 
GO SUB 
BF$ c 
CLS 
PRINT 
GOSUB 
BG$ 
CLS 
CLS 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
CHOICE$ 
"29. Prov!de instructions to individuals on l i brary use." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"30. Provide literacy education to groups." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"31. Provide literacy education to incividuals." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"32. Provide f.acilitil"o!s for liter.acv edL1cation." 
28610 
CHOICE$ 
"33. Provide referral to ;another agency for literacy Education." 
28611) 
CHOICE$ 
"18. =" AR$ 
" 19. =" AS$ 
"20. •" ATS 
11 21. 
_.. 
AU$ 
".22. 
_ ..
AV$ 
.. ..,...,. 
~ .... =" AW$ 
"24. _ .. AX$ 
.. '")C' 
~-'- =II AV$ 
11 26. .... AZ$ 
0 2.7. =II BA$ 
"28. -" BB:t 
"29. _,, BC$ 
11 30. -" BD$ 
"31. ..... BE$ 
.. ..,..., 
... ~. =" BF$ 
.. ~, 
..,..,. =" BG$ 
13210 
13260 
13310 
13360 
13410 
1346(1 
1.3510 
13560 
13610 
13660 
13710 
13760 
13810 
13811 
13815 
1382(1 
13822 
13825 
13828 
13830 
13832 
13835 
13840 
13845 
13850 
13855 
13860 
13865 
13870 
13875 
1391(1 
13960 
14010 
14060 
14110 
1416(1 
14210 
14260 
14310 
14360 
14365 
14370 
14375 
14410 
1446(1 
1461(1 
14810 
15410 
15460 
15510 
BEEP: ! NPUT "Is the above informatlon correct ~' (Y/N):", HlFOR:·lATIOtl:t 
IF (INFORMATION$ "1\1") OR <INFORMATION$= "n") THEI~ GOTO 1.i.2i0 
CLS 
CLS 
PRINT " 3 4. Organize progr~mm1ng for speci~l groups. •· 
PRINT 
155b() PR I NT. 0 a. Business. II 
15010 GOSUB 2801 0 
: :: (.;,Q- \,I l,;t-1..; =- ;,,.. . :•I~ \....... !::. :t 
L :; ·~ 1 1~ 1 : :L3 
. !:76·~> :"Rit.JT . " t. :;::r .:~« • .)::1 ;;,~!:: -
1~81f> GOSUB ~Sol ~' 
l59b0 BIS = CHO I C~i 
;5910 CLS 
l:5?oC• FF:INT , "::. Hanc;1caope;c;. " 
lo010 GOSUB 2861~ 
160b 0 BJ$ = CHO I CES 
1611(> CLS 
16160 PRINT, "d. Job s nekcrs. •· 
1 6~ 1 0 GOSUB 28610 
16260 BK• = CHO ICES 
: 6310 CLS 
16360 PRINT, "e. Lacer gr-cups. ·• 
16410 GOSUB 28610 
16460 BL$ = CHOICE$ 
16510 CLS 
16560 PRINT, "f. Older- ad...1lts." 
l b610 GOSUB 28610 
16660 BMS = CHOICES 
16710 CLS 
PRINT, "g. Parents." 
GOSUB 28610 
BNS = CHOICE$ 
CLS 
PRINT, "h. Minority Clistl" 
GDSUB 29210 
CLS 
BEEP:PRINT, "i. Other Clistl" 
GOSUB 30410 
CLS 
PRINT "34. 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
FRINT " 
PRINT " 
FRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT " 
PRINT 
Organize programming for special 
Busines5 
b. Genealogists 
Handicapped 
Job Seekers 
· a. 
c. 
d. 
~-
g. 
Labor groups 
Older adults 
Parents 
" BH$ 
' ' DU 
" BJ$ 
" BK$ 
" BL$ 
" BM$ 
" BNS 
h. Minority:"MINCRS " 
Group 2: "GRP2$ " 
Group 3: "GRP3$ " 
Group 4: " GRP4«l " 
i. Other: " OTH:f " 
Other 2: 
Other 3: 
Other 4: 
"OTH2$ " 
"OTH3$ " 
"OTH4$ " 
" DGS 
"DAS 
"DBS 
"DC$ 
"DDC:t 
"DO$ 
"DE$ 
"DFS 
EXHIBIT lla 
grouos. " 
16760 
16a10 
16860 
16910 
16960 
17010 
17060 
17110 
17160 
17210 
17410 
17460 
17510 
17560 
17610 
176b0 
17710 
17760 
17810 
17860 
17010 
17960 
18010 
18060 
18110 
18160 
18210 
18260 
18310 
18410 
18510 
18560 
18610 
18660 
18710 
18760 
18810 
BEEP:JNPUT "ls the above information correct ':' <YINl:", INFORMATION$ 
IF <INFORMATION$ = "Y"l OF: <IN!='DRMATION$ "y"l THEN GOTO 18610 
IF <INFORMATIONS '"' "N") DR ilNFORMArIONS = "n" > THEN GOTO 15460 
PRINT "You must answer 'Y ' or N ' ." 
GOTO 18260 
CLS 
PRINT "35. Provide to hospitals." 
GDSUB 28610 
BOS -= CHOICE$ 
CLS 
18860 PF: INT, "a. Materials or. dE'mand. " 
18910 GOSUB 28610 
18960 BP:f = CHOICES 
189b5 CLS 
19010 PRINT, "b. D~posit ::ollnc~ions." 
19060 GOSUB 28610 
1911 0 BQS = CHOICES 
.I ~ • .1: I :... -
l'-; 1.:.. · ~ · F'F<II ! ( " ·• c. '.='t ' ~) Cl"'" a.i!HT11nq. 
1921 0 GOSUD 2361U 
1 ::;261 1 E:RJ> = CHOIC:E:t: 
193 1 (1 CLS 
1 7 360 PRINT 0 36. Pr::iv ide to p ri :;~:is. 11 
!9410 GOSUB 28b1 0 
19•60 BS$ = CHOICE~ 
1951(• CLS 
1'f56(> PRINT. "e>. Materials on d~mand." 
1961 0 GOSUB 2 8610 
19000 BT$ = CHOICES 
19665 CLS 
19710 PRINT, "b. Deposit c:ollec:tio:-is." 
197 60 GO SUB 286 lC> 
19810 BU$ = CHOiCE$ 
19815 CLS 
19860 PRINT, "c:. Programming." 
1991 0 GOSUB 28610 
19960 BV$ = CHOICE$ 
19965 CLS 
2 0010 CLS 
20060 PRINT "37. Prcvi:le to retirement/nursing homes." 
20110 GOSUB 28610 
20160 BW$= CHOICS$ 
20210 CLS 
20260 PRINT, "a. Materials on demand." 
2C>3 l 0 GOSUB 28610 
20360 BX$ • CHOICE$ 
20365 CLS 
20410 PRINT. "b. Deposit c:ollec:tions." 
20460 GOSUB 28c10 · 
20510 BYS • CHOICE$ 
20515 CLS 
20560 PRINT, "c:. Programming." 
20610 GOSUB 28610 
20660 BZ$ = CHOICE$ 
20710 CLS 
20760 PRINT "38. Prcvide materia>.ls to homebound." 
20810 GOSUB 28610 
20860 CA$ ~ CHOICE$ 
20910 CLS 
20960 PRINT "39. Provide bool:s by mail." 
21010 GOSUB 28610 
21060 CBS = CHOICE$ 
21110 CLS 
21160 PRINT "40. Provide bookmobile servic:~s." 
21210 GOSUB 28610 
21260 CC$ • CHOICE$ 
21310 CLS 
21360 PRINT, "a. Materials on demand." 
21410 GOSUB 28610 
21460 COS 2 CHOICE$ 
21465 CLS 
21510 PRINT, "b. Programming." 
21560 GOS.LIB 28610 
21565 CLS 
21610 CE$ • CHOICE$ 
EXHIBIT lla 
21660 PRINT, "c:. Public:i;:e c:entrr.l lit.Jrarv progr.amming." 
21710 GOSUB 28610 
21760 C!=S = CHOICE$ 
218l0 CLS 
21860 PRINT "35. Provide to hospitals: 
::1910 PRINT " 
21960 PRINT " 
22010 PRINT " 
.s. 
b. 
c:. 
.. BO.!. 
" BP.t 
·• 8 0$ 
" BR$ 
EXHIBIT lla 
. ..:- ~ J.:. ·.• t t' J. ; \Ii 
::2 11•:.1 P S. l rJT 11 '::6 . :-· r o \; i C 1: L O '"l t " J 5 C· I ~~ = 
22 1ou PRHIT " 
222 1 lJ PR i l~T 1• 
2226.i PRINT " 
2'.236(i PR llH 
2241 tJ PR!llJT 11 :~7. ~r ovi de to r!:t:i~ement i nursing 
22460 PRINT " 
2:!465 PR I NT " 
~2470 PRINT " 
2:2510 PRINT 
22560 PRINT " 
:2:<:6!0 PRIMT " 
22015 PRINT 
22660 PRINT "40. Provide bookmobile servic:e: 
2:..?710 PP.INT " 
227 15 PRINT II 
22720 PR I !\IT II 
2 2760 PRINT 
.) . 
h oml?s : 
.... 
b. 
c:. 
3 8. 
3 9. 
... 
b. 
c:. 
.. .:n" 
" t lJ:t 
BV:£. 
" nw:r 
" BX:r. 
" BY$ 
., BU 
,, Ci~$ 
" CB:t 
.. C.:C$ 
" CD:t 
CE:J: 
" CF:r 
2281 0 BEEP: INPUT "Is the abov e information c:o:-rec-:: ? (\' / N):", INFORl1ATIC•N$ 
22860 IF <INFORMATION$ = "Y") OR <INFORMATION$ " y" > THEN 23160 
22960 IF ( IlllFORMATIOI\!$ = "N" : OR i IhlFORH1HION$ = "n" i THEN 1861<.1 
23060 PRINT "You must answer ' Y ' :::ir ' N ' ." 
23110 GOTO 22810 
23160 CLS 
23260 PRINT "41. Maintain information on community ac:tivities." 
23310 GOSUB 2861(• 
23360 CG$ = CHOICE$ 
23410 CLS 
23460 PRINT "42. Maintain information ;;ibout madia resourc:es other than those own 
ed by the library." 
23510 GOSUB 28610 . 
23560 CHS = CHOICE$ 
23610 CLS 
23660 PRINT "43. Maint;;iin a human resourc:es file." 
23710 GOSUD 28610 
23760 CI$ = CHOICES 
23810 CLS 
23860 PRINT "44. Maintain other resourc:e files <list> ·' 
23910 PRINT 
24010 BEEP:LINE INPUT" Files:", FIL$ 
24015 IF FIL$ = "" THEN 24020 ELSE 24060 
24020 FILS - II 11 :CJ$ s: .. 11 1FIL2:f = II 11 :CK$ = II ":FI!...3$ u ":CL:f II 11 : FIL4~ 
II 
0 :CM$ - " u 
24025 GOTO 25160 
24060 GOSUB 28610 
24110 CJ$ • CHOICE$ 
24115 CLS 
24510 BEEP: LINE INPUT " 
24515 IF FIL2$ = "" THEN 
File 2: 0 , 
24520 ELSE 24560 
FIL2$ 
24520 FIL2$ • " ":C~$ = " ":FIL3$ = " ":CLS " ": FIL4$ 
24525 GOTO 2516(1 
24560 GOSUB 28610 
24610 CK$ • CHOICE$ 
24660 CLS 
2476(1 BEEP: LINE INPUT " File 3:", FIL3$ 
24765 IF FIL3$ • "" THEN 24770 ELSE 24810 
24770 FIL3$ = " ":CL$ = " ": FIL4:t = " ":Cl1$ = " . " 
24775 GOTO 2510(1 
24810 GOSUB 28610 
24860 CL$ = CHOICES 
2 4910 CLS 
25010 BEEP:LINE INPUT " File 4:", FIL4$ 
25014 IF FIL4$ = "" THEM 25•)15 ELSE ~506·) 
25015 FIL''~ = I I '':CMS = II fl 
25017 GOTO 25lb0 
II II: Ct1$ 
...; : • \.. 1ou u u:=,•.· :... . ..:i~ 1 · . · 
..:511 u t.:M:.f .: CHO 1 CE·*· 
2 51 6 0 cu: 
::5 2 10 PRINT "" 1. 
~5200 PR1 .~rr •·4 2 .. 
253 10 FR!t !T " 4:: . 
:;!53 6 0 P RINT 
" C>-J:t 
II CI:t 
25410 PP l NT "44. 
25460 PRINT " 
::55i\) PRitJT 11 
1·1aintain other resource files 
2556(• PF: I NT " 
25610 PRHH " 
25660 PRINT 
File,..; " FI.LS: " 
ril ~ D " FIL:s: 
File C " FIL3~; 
Fil ~ U " FIL4S; 
<l ist> " 
" CJ$ 
Cf<:t 
CL$ 
" " CMS 
EXHIBIT lla 
2 5710 BEEP:INPUT "I~ ~he abovG information =orrect? lf/Nl:", INFORMATION$ 
25760 IF INFORMATION$ "Y" THEN GOTO 20060 
2 581(1 IF Il'llFOF:MATimu "y" THEN GOTO 2606•) 
:::!5860 IF INFUF:l'IAIION$ "N" THEN GOTO 23160 
25910 IF Il'llFOR!-IATION$ "n" THEN GOTO 23160 
25960 PRINT "You muiit answer · Y · or · N · ." 
26010 GOTO 25710 
26000 CLS 
20110 PRINT,, "SURVEY PAGE 3 " 
26100 PRINT 
20210 GOSUB 31615 
26260 PRINT 
26310 PRINT "You have completed thi!i questionnaire." 
26360 CLS 
26410 OPEN "b:Heim.dat" FOR APPEND AS #1 
2646(i WR I TE * 1 , I 0$, BI 0$, NOL.$, BNO!...$, MON, BMDN, POPUL, AA$, AB$, ACS: , A:::l$, AE 
$, AF$, AG$, AH$, AIS, AJ$, AK$, AL$, AM$, AN$, AO$, AP$, AQS, AR$, AS$, ATS, AU 
$, AV$, AW$, AX$, AY$, AZs, BA$, BB$, BC$, BDs, BE$, BF$. BG$, BH$, BI$, BJ$ 
26510 WRITE *1, BK$, BL:$", 811$, BN$, BO:f, BP$, BQ$, BR$, BSS, BTS, BUS, BV$, BW$. 
BXS, BY$, BZ$, CA:f, CB:f, CCS, CD:f, CE$, CF$, CG$, CHS, Cl$, CJ$, FIL$, FIL2$, C 
KS, FIL3$, CLS, FIL4s, CM$, LPT1$, SUBJ1$, PURP1$, AGEN1$, EFS1S, OAlS, HLBDls, 
TP1$ 
26560 WRITE *l, ENP1$, WH1$, WCP1S, PP1S, EMUlS, LPT2$, SUBJ2$, PURP2$, AGEN2~, 
EFS2$, OA2$, ~LB02$, TP2$, ENP2$. WH2$, WCP2$ 
26610 WRITE *11, PP2:S. El'IU2$, LPT3:f, SUBJ3$, PURP3S. AGEN3:f, EFS3$, DA3:f, HLB03:J>, 
TP3$, ENP3S, WH3$, WCP3$ 
26660 .WRITE *1, PP3$, EMU3S, LPT4$, SUBJ4$, PURP4$, AGEN4$, EFS4$, DA4$, HLB04$, 
TP4$, ENP4t, ~JH4$, ~JCP4S 
26710 WRITE *1, PP4$, EMU4$, LPT5$, SUBJ5:f, PURP5$, AGEN5:f, EFS5:f, OA5$, HLBD5S, 
TP~S, ENP5S, WH5$, WCP5$ 
267C.0 WRITE *1, PP5$, E11U5$, MINOR$, GRP2:t, GRP3$, GRP4:S, DA$, DB$, DC:f, OTH:f, 0 
TH2$, OTH3S, OTH4$, 00$, DE:f, OF$, DG$, DDC$, C01$, C02$, C03$, PERW, PERB, PERH 
, PERO, PERE, PERR, PERC, INCOME, PBPL, POPULATION, PLAYESND:S 
26810 CLOSE w 1 
26860 CLS 
26910 GOTO 110 
26960 CLS 
27010 PRINT, "CURRENT LISTING OF SURVEY RESULTS FDR ADULT SERVICES" 
27060 PRINT 
27110 PRINT 
27160 OPEN "b:Heim.dat" FDR INPUT AS *1 
27210 WHILE NOT EOF<1> 
27260 INPUT •t, IDS, BIDS, NOL$, BNOL:f, MON, BMDN, P!JPUL, AAs, ABS, AC!:, ~D$, AE 
s, AF:t, AG:S, AH$, AIS, AJS, AK$, ALS, AM$, AN:S, AO$, AP:t, AQ$, AR$, AS:!, AT$, AU 
$, AV5, AW:t, AX:f, AY$. l1Z$, BA:f, BB$, BC:s, BD:f, E:E$, IJF:f, BG:t, E<H:t. BU: , B.J:t 
27310 INPUT *1, BKS, BL$, BM:t, BNS, BO$, BP:f, BOS, BRS, BSS, ET:t, BUS. S~$ , 9WS. 
BXS, BY$, BZt, CAS, CBS, CCj, CD$. CES, CFS. CG$. CH$, CIS, CJ:t, FIL:t, ~IL2 ·t. C 
Ks, FIL3$, CL$, FIL4S, CMS, LPT1S, SUBJU:, PURPl:l· , ••GEIHS, EFSU· , DAl:t, H!...F•Dl:t, 
TP1$ 
27360 INPUT tt1, ENP1$, WH1S, WCP1$. PPU, ~HUl:t. LPT2:l, SUBJ2S. PUR~2$, ;.GE:t~'.:!:t, 
EFS2$. OA2:t • HLB02:t. TP2:i . El~F'2$ . WH2$ . uc:-:·2:t 
:?7410 INPUT *l• PP2S, EMU2S, LPT3S, SUBJ3:t, PURP3:f, AGEN~:i:. EFS3:!, o,:,~ .. ;; , ~-BD3 .; , 
TF'3$. ENP31". WH3$. ~iCP3·~ 
~.-,... ·' ""' .;, . · .i .r ' JI t.l n •; '*" 
EXHIBIT lla 
.... , ·l ·:..· .. 1 Lru- u 1 "tf l " . -:- .... .:t, :... ; ·'-'- ·· 
. ! : I·>· • :\\ ... ~• ... • •f T- • ., 1 ' \ ! ~ ' , I"" ' 1(... 
TP~S . ~NP~S . ~~14! . VJC ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
:: 7=1 ~) ! N'='L!l t:il . ,.:. ;:..- 4.;i,. f.. :·· IU-'+:£ .. ! f- T5 :t .. =..;,...:~J5 f . - u~t·~.r .. Ml.;ic:.1 ·15t: •• :.r s::,:!:-. ~,.; :: ; . i !L3~l:;.z. 
r F'5J. • EM~'5$. l·,oH:Si .. VJ !..P S "; 
::.. 1=-,,0 I t-JPt..Jl 'If 1 • ~P:: ,., • Er1U5:1 • 1'1 I l~tJ l~:t ' GF:F·: ·:t. Gr;F'3$. GRP4·f.. . •Hl , c' B:!. ,; -=-·" . .:; H $, ::· 
r 1-12.;. , OTH:3:l , ::rt H4:f. ::•D:i. DE.t ' 0F ·r. . DG$, llDC :- • C01 'i . co:::;-, CC•:::J. . :~·F.R ; .;. PEYB. PEF:~ 
• ;: ERO, FERE, 1-'EF:F; , l"ERC. ~ 1'1:..: ut1E. PBF'L, PCPULf..\TI0'1, PLAvE::;!JO:t 
.::7 610 PRINT 
:: ~60 PF: I NT 
'.o:: 7710 LPR I IH I Ii$, B H•$, 1'10!....:t, L:l'10L:t, MOIL E:rtotl, POPUL, AA$, AB:f., ;.;C;;, ilD:f, AE r, 
AF$, AG$, AH:l, Al$ , AJ$, Al<:t, f~L:F, 14 1'1$ . Ar'1$, AO$, AP$, AQ:i;. , AR:i<, AS.L .:.1.i. '4U:f, 
AV:i, AW$, Ai•, ~Y$ , AZS, BA$, DB:t, DCS, BOS , BES, BFS, BG:t, BHS. BIS, DJ• 
277 60 LPR I NT BK$, BL$, BM:t., BN$, 80$, BP$, BQ$, BRS, BS$, BT$, GU$, .9V$, BW:f. , BX 
S, BY$, BZ$, CA$, CB:t, CCS, CDS, CES, CFS, CG$, CHS, Cl$, CJS, FIL~, FI!....2S, CKS, 
FIL3$, CLS, FIL4$, CM$. LPT1$, SUBJ1$, PURP1$, AGEN1$, EFS1$, DA1S, HL8G1~, TP1 
$ 
~7810 LPRINT ENP1$, WH1S, WCP1S, PP1$, EHU1S, LPT2S, SUBJ2S, PURP2S, AGEN2~. E~5 
2$ , OA2$, HLB02~ , TP2S, ENP2$ , ~H2S , WCP2S 
27860 LPRil'1T PP2S, El'IU2S, LPT3$, EUBJ 3 :t, PURP3$, ~GEN3$, EFS3$, OA3:f, 11Lfl03$ , TP 
3$, ENP3$, WH3$, WCP3S 
27910 LPR I NT PP3$, E11U3S , LPT 4$, SUBJ 4:t: , PURP4S, AGEl~4S, EFS4:l., DA.+$. HLE:04$, fP 
4$, ENP4$, WH4S, WCP4$ 
2796(1 LPRIMT PP4$, El'1U4$, LPT5:t, SUBJ5S, PURP5$, AGEN5S, EFS5$, OA5:t, H!....B05:t, TP 
5$, ENP5S, WH5$, WCP5S 
28010 LPRINT PP5S, EMUS$ , MINORS, GRP2S, GRP3S, GRP4$, DAS, DB$, DCS. OTHS, OTH2 
s, OTH3S, OTH4S, DD:t, DES, DF:t, DG:t, DOC:t, C01$, C02$, C03S, PERW, PERB, PERH, P 
ERO, PERE, PERR, PERC, INCOME, PBPL, POPULATION,PLAYESNOS 
28060 PRINT 
28110 WEND 
28160 CLOSE •1 
2 8210 PRINT+" "+"End of Researc:h Data" 
28260 PRINT 
28310 PRINT 
28360 GOTO 110 
28410 CLS 
28460 PRINT "You have just finished." 
28510 SYSTEM 
28560 END 
28b10 PRINT 
2866o ·PRINT, 
2 8710 PRINT, 
28760 PRINT, 
28810 PRINT 
"Opticn 1. 
"Option 2. 
"Option 3. 
Provides." 
Does not pr-ovi dr~. " 
Provides with fee c:harged." 
28860 PRlNT "<lype the Appropriate Option Number>:" 
28910 IF CHOICE$ "1" THEN RETURN 
28960 IF CHOICE$ "2" THEN RETURN 
29010 IF CHOICES "3" THEN RETURN 
29060 PRINT "You must enter optic:n 1, 2, or 3." 
29110 GOTO 28860 
29210 BEEP:LINE INPUT "Minority:", MINORS 
29220 IF MINOR$ = "" THEN 29225 ELSE 2926u 
CHOICE:t=INPUTS \ 1) 
29225 LET MINORS "' " ": LET GRP2$ "' " ": LET DG$ = " ": LET DAS: 
29227 LET GRP3$ = " ":LET DB$ = " ":LET GRP4$ = " ":LET DCS 
29230 RETURN 
29260 GOSUB 28610 
29310 DGS = CHOICE$ 
29360 CLS 
29810 BEEP: LINE INPUT "Group :;;: '', GRP2$ 
29820 IF GRP2$ = "" THEN 2 9825 ELSE 29860 
29825 GRP2$ = " ":DAS = " ":GRP3S "' " ":DB:t 
29830 RETURN 
29860 GOSUB 28610 
29910 DA:t "' CHOICE$ 
30005 CLS 
30010 BEEP:LINE INPUT "Group 3 :", GRF3$ 
30015 IF GRP3$ "' "" THEM 30020 ELSE 3000•) 
" fl .... r-. .... - U , ; .r•1 , t-.,\ .. - II u.o",..... , .. 
It II: DC:t 
: ... 1u..: ::i R::.1:..J!·:l' i 
~. (H)6C• GOSUB . , [<61 •) 
:011•) DB$ = ChOICE:r 
3Ci115 CLS 
: i..~ r : · -1 ..: 
30.2 1u BEEP : Lil>iE !HPUT '·Gro:.i ;J 4: ". GPP41" 
:!-0215 1F GRP •l:t = " " TH::M 30:.20 E!...SE 3U: 6C-
:::.u .220 GRP4$ = " " :DC$ 
30225 RETURN 
30260 GOSUB 28610 
303 10 DC• = CHOICES 
303 15 CLS 
3036(• RETURN 
30410 LINE IhlPUT " , OTHt 
30460 IF OTH:S = "" THEN 30510 ELSE 30560 
Other: 
30510 OTHS = " ":DOCS 
II .. : DF:i = •. II 
30515 RETURN 
30560 GOSUB 28610 
30610 DOCS = CHO!CE:t 
30660 CLS 
II It : OTH.2$ ::.:. II II : DD:!" II .. : OTH3:t 
30710 BEEP:LINE JN?UT " Other '.::: : "; OTH2$ 
30760 IF OTH2$ = "" THEN 30810 ELSE 30910 
30810 OTH2$ = .. ":DD$ II ":OTH3$ = " ": DE$ = II ":OTH4$ 
30860 RETURN 
30910 GOSUB 28610 
30960 DD$ c CHOICE$ 
31111 CLS 
31260 BEEP:LINE INPUT" Other 3: "; OTH3$ 
31262 IF OTH3$ • 1111 THEN 31265 E!...SE 31310 
31265 OTH3$ = II ": DE$ II ":OTH4$ - " ": DF$ = II " 
31267 RETURN 
31310 GOSUB 28610 
31360 DE$ • CHOICES 
31400 CLS 
31410 BEEP:LJNE INPUT "Other 4:", OTH4$ 
31460 IF OTH4$ = "" THEN 31465 ELSE 31510 
31465 OTH4$ = II ": DF$ - II " 
31470 RETURN 
31510 GOSUB 28610 
31560 DF$ ~ CHOICES 
31610 RETURN 
31615 FOR I • 1 TO 5 
EXHIBIT lla 
II u: C'E$ 
" II : OTH4 ·t 
0 11
: DF$ 
31620 LPT$(I) =" ":HL80$(I) =II ":TP·t<I> =" ":ENP$(I) =II ":WHS<I> ="" 
31625 SUBJ$(!) - " ":PURP$(I) = " ":AGEN$(l) = II ":EFS$(l) = " ":OAS(!) - " " 
31630 WCPS<I> - " ":PPS(I) - II ":EHUS<I> = II ":EHU•<I> = " " 
31635 NEXT I 
31660 PRINT 
31700 CLS 
31705 LOOPER 1 
31710 PRINT " LAST PAGE OF SURVEY" 
31712 PRINT "A return at the program title will stop further input of pr~grams " 
31713 LINE INPUT" Return to continue ";INFORHATIOM$ 
31715 WHILE LOOPER < 6 
31717 CLS 
31718 PRINT "PROGRAM";LOOPER 
31720 LINE INPUT "List Program Title: " , LPT:t<LDOPER> 
317:::5 PRINT 
31760 IF LPT:t<LOOPER> = "" THEN LPTS<LOOPER> = " ":GOTO 4(1000 
31765 PRINT "WARl·HNG'' you mu:t keep answer·s lo t he -following t~ 8 c !1<0.r cict~1·· 5 ! " 
31860 PRINT 
31960 PRINT "1. What were the si.;bject(:;; i with whi-::h the acti v ity ~1a!:" 
31965 LINE INPUT " concerned ? "; SLJBJ$iLDOPER> 
3:010 IF SUBJ$(!...00PER> = Utt THEN SUBJ$•LCOPER l = .. " 
321b0 PURPSC!...OOPERi 
323 10 AGE MS ( LOOPEF: > 
~~~: ~ ~~~\LC~F~~, ~ 
3'.: 7 c-0 f ; ._1:1u~; I LGO!=· E ;::;; 
::::.:. !. ( ; r r·:r. < 1~ uc:f-' t:.:=: 1 ~~ •· 
:::340• .. • El !F·:t '. :. OOPE ::0. 1 "' ·• •· 
3361 ·) ~.tHi. ( LiJOFEP l = " " 
3 3 7 6(1 vJCP:f. ( LLlOPER 1 = " " 
:,,;:;c;·i,:: Pl-':t 1LCJDPER i = " ·• 
340o l1 EMU$ <LOOPER ) = " " 
3 411(1 PF:I NT 
EXHIBIT lla 
~4200 INPUT "Ch~ck to see if the •b~ve is corr · hc~ - l~ it iY or N1" ;l NFCFMATION:t 
3 4250 I F (INFORMATION$ 
34260 lF (INFORMATION$ 
3 4::!65 ::JOTO 3 4 2 00 
34300 LOOPER = LOOPER + 1 
3 5000 WEND 
" y" I OR< INFORMATIONS 
"n" I DR< INFOF::'1A TIONS 
40000 LET LPT1$ = LPT$(1l:SUBJ1$ = SUBJ$11) 
"{" > TFEl-1 343(1(> 
'' N" ) THEN 3 1 71' 
40002 PURPls = PURP:t <l 1 :AGEN1 S = AGEN$11l:EFS1S = EFS$11l 
40005 OA1$ = OAS<ll: HLBOlS = HLBOSl1l: TP1S = TP$(11 : ENP1S =EN~• ! ! '. 
40008 WHl$ = WH$ ( 1 ) : WCP1:t = WCP$1 11 : PP1$ = PP$ ( 1l: EMU1$ = EMUJ:l: l 
40010 LPT2$ = LPT$ i2 l : SUBJ2$ = SUBJ:l: (2): FURF2S = PURPS 121 : AGEl-12$ = PGEN:f C:.i: 
EFS2$ = EFS$1 2> 
40015 OA2$ = OA$C2l: HLB02$ = HLBOSl2l: TP2S = TP$121: ENP2$ • ENPS l2 l 
40020 WH2$ = WHSl2l: WCP2S = WCPJ: 12l : PP2S = PPS l2l : EMU2$ = EMU$12 1 
40030 LPT3$ = LPTSl3>: SUBJ3$ = SUBJ$(3): PURP 3$ = PURP$(31: AGEN3:t = AGEN$ (3 ): 
EFS3$ = EFS$1 31 
4 0035 OA3$ = OA$13l: HLB03$ = HLB0$131: TP3S = TPS<3>: ENP3$"' ENP$(3i 
40038 WH3$ = WH$(3l: WCP3$ s WCP$131: PP3$ = PP$13l: EMU3$ = EMU$13l 
40040 LPT4$ = LPTS<41: SUBJ4$ z: SUBJ$14l: PURP•l$ = PURP$141: AGEM4$'"' Ai3EN$(41: 
EFS4$ • EFS$14l 
40045 DA4$ = OA$ (41: HLB04$ • HLBOSl41: TP4$ = TP$(4l: ENP4$ • ENP$14) 
40048 WH4$ = WH$14l: WCP4$,. WCP!j;(4l: PP4$ = PP$14l: EMU4S = EMU$i4) 
40050 LPT5$ = LPTSC51: SUBJ5$ = SUBJ$(5): PURP5$"' PURP$(5l: AGEN5$ = AGEN.fC5l: 
EFS5$ = EFS$C5> 
40055 OA5$ = OA$15i: HLB05$ = HLB0$<5 >: TP5$ = TPSC:5>: ENP5$"' ENP.fi5l 
40058 WH5$-= WH.f <5>: WCP5:S = WCP$(5): PP5.f = PP$151 : EMU5$ = E!1U$15l 
50000 RETURN 
EXHIBIT llb 
Data Check Proqram 
EXHIBIT llb 
- · ' :..,:l::n o~· =...._~ . -\"' L..J ~i ,~ .. ~. ~ w · .._ ;.~; : 1.1 •• ..L r • .:.:-,:; ~ u .. 1... .... . 
- ·-'REM ..  ...: ~ .... ",, ·f:'. •1 r · :...ioi::; cn t .i..! l'- :1 ... : .. :., ~- µruUl .::1.; . i... : 1 .1 . .= ... u ,:, _; did Sc\ V S 
._ .. _: REr·1 w.ir-' i \"'.: 1 !n:= ~r · c...L1'--· 1 11 ~..: c\s~ :. t :;._ a ;.: ~ .-•L ..:od.i.. ;.;u1 · i. -='~ -="" ,· . .::..1 1W.l.t .;., ; ~ ::. :: 
·i-U t--:Er·1 7.i. l e s H: .~. "';c ;-::!.)::.THn:: t ..... !_·u -· r· cic:.:. ~ i -. ':! Pl'""_;L .. '.;.! 111 . i;o: l.: cammcn ;.s 
.3(.t R:=.M C.t ·• b~ i 11y !.l!::.t--;j .. 11 <-' ~t· 84t ~• 11 1 ti'Ll ~; ; c:~ ... dc\:..C: = • •-:1 n l l l 1 d. · • 
-=.. ·.) RC::M \c.. P!-~OELEi'·~ i:i t c..:und t;y \_ i ·ta~ ~~ i ny t wc.• ~a1r· ~ OT vc:\r~_e;.b!~s --
:: c• EEM .i....;z >-=~ L..:.iU.f:, 1...on c! +:ulJ; .:.-illl.1 L !l ;J::.~ -- ~e; ·:;c~ .1 .,. Liotl - "or · 1;;;.,~.d. ~s 
t1C' REM in e 1 t 1 :1.?r Uci J.r-· have: o 11u1 1- ;_, l '1t 1k v c.lLl.12 ! c1 i y ::ine.: in ':d.t.:l"l p3.1r 
9n kEM -=-l1uulJ i: .;.l "~ ~ .. ctJ.Ltt:' _-;. ~ l 1E· uC\ · c\ 15 111 yu,.Jc..; =. hC\p~ . 
1(; (1 REM 
!10 INPU"! "~it.at c..Jat.:- filt- do y..iL\ w~~nt i:o ~ u1J k .,.t \i:-.:: lL1J~ :l r-iv~."'; i1YFIL.E< 
120 F<ECCOUN"t "' C 
l ::!.t) OPE•'I t1YF IL!:..f FOR lN~' LiT .::\3 'l:· l 
140 WHILE NOT EUF l ll 
130 kECCOUl'H -' f:ECCOUN : ... 1 
160 PRHn " record # ";f~ECCC:L!NY 
170 INPUr 11, !DS, ~lei, NOL$, B~OL$, MON, BMGN, POP~~. AA$, 
AFS, AGS, AH• , AIS, AJ~, Ak$ 1 AL¥ , ~MS, A~S, AO~ , ~PS, AQS, 
AVS, AWs, AX$, ~VS, AZS, BAS, ~BS , BC•, BDS, BE$, sc•, 9GI, 
175 COLOR 0,7:PRINT "ID~ • "ID•:PRINT" UIDS= "BIDS:CCLOP 7 ,0 
AB$, 
Ar~$, 
BHS, 
AC.t, ~L.i> ,. 
AS:>, .;~.; , 
i; 1.f:. BJ .r. 
AE:r, 
AU$, 
lBL> INPUT ~1. Bf:.t, BL.r, BM.f, Bl>:"- , Bui;, Bf-'$, .t:<U.o:, .:...:+, b::>:r, B"fS, BU$, 2.v+, o w.r, £!. 
AS, BYS, BZS, CAS, CBS, CCS, ~DS, CE$, CFS, CG$, CHS, Cl$ , CJ.f, FILS, FI L2S , CK¥-
~ FIL3S, CLS, FIL5S, CMS, LPT1S, SUBJlS, PURPlS, AGEN1$, EFSlS, OA1s, ~LED!S, TP 
u 
190 INPUT 'ill, Ei~t='l $, WH1$, WC 0 1:t, PPl:f, EMUl:f, LPT:;!:l: , 3U~J'.::S, PURP2$, l-\G2:N2:f, EF 
3 2 $ , OA2$, HLB:J2S , TP2$, ENP2$, Y-j H2:t, WCP2:f . 
200 lNPUT #1, PP2:t, EMU2$, LPT3S, SUBJ3S, FURP3S, MGEN3 S, EFS3S, 0~3.r, HLdC3S, T 
P3S, ENP3$, WH3 S, WCF3$ 
2 10 INf-'UT ~1, f-'P3S, EMLI3•, LPT45, ~UBJ4$, PURP4*, A~~~4$, E~S4:t, U~4S, h~SJ4$, 
P4$, ENP4$, WH4$, WCP4$ 
220 I NPUT ~l, PP4$, EMU4$, LPT~Z, SUBJ5$, PURP5S, A~E~5S, EFS5$, 0~5$, ~LBU5S, r 
P5$, ENP5$, WH!:iS, WCP5$ 
230 INPUT #1, PP5$, EMU5S, MINOR$, GRP2S, GRP3$, GRP4S, DAS, DB$, DC.r, OTH•, OTH 
'.<:$ , OTH3:t' , OTH4$, DD$, DE$, DF:f:, oa.i, ones, C(Jl.i>, C02$, C03$, PERW, PERI:;, PERH, 
PERO, PERE, PERR, PERC, INCOME, FBPL, POPULR"f lON, PLA~'ESNUS 
240 IF ID$=" " rHEN ID$= " " 
250 IF · 810$•"" THEN BID$= " " 
:i60 IF NOLf:=" " rHEN NOL:t-. =" " 
270 IF BNOL$="" THEN BNOLS= " " 
280 IF <<ID$<.>" "> AND <BID$<> " "> l THEN A$ = "error" 
290 IF I <N(JL$<> " "> AND <BNOL$<>" "l l fHEN B.f="error" 
3 00 IF <<AS = "error") OR <B.S: = "error"> l THEN Garo 400 
310 LET PREVID$ = ID$ 
320 LET PREVBID$ = BID$ 
330 AS = 
340 8$ = "" 
350 WEN!:> 
360 CLOSE 
370 PRINT "file probably ok; nu problem£ e,countered" 
380 INPUT "another?" ;ANS.o; 
390 IF <ANS$= " y" OR ANS.I· = "V" l THEN GOTO 110 ELSE END 
400 PRINT "ERROR >»·,> near- ";PREVIIJ$;" or ";PREVBID~:· n~ar line " ;FECCOUt'T*"! 
41(> CLOSE 
420 END 
EXHIBIT llc 
Cleanup Proqram 
EXHIBIT llc 
,-·r I) . ,_ . .:_ ;_. 
"-'-1 1:., Er l L....ii 1111.L(.i...t"!"t:-, t-. ;.~ : . ~ .. - .. · : - ~-~ -· ~ y .... · ;. ,;, ;,~ 1i r' 1~v • .:. . J .. 1i1 '- ·r ... · ;.-:.-=> ~ 
.._. ~-- ·· : .... : 
-l 0 ~- :-~ ' r! i • · ,- ~ L e• ~; t: ~dl- tl--1 !_.:--.:,. ,~ M l .. , 1 . .1~:: .1 f l(~ - - .j..;, i°! '..:•t ~.L :-.\ ! \ t U '. ' ' 
~:. ~· : L.:FEN •• ,. : two ·· r- :Ji-. . L1'11- ;_· 1 e:.:.·.~ ~ tl 
'""' {) ()f'~N ' 'c :OIH! ' ' t=-Jh l ,:; ; T .-·u : 
10 LEl" . TEMCOU~T = 0 
t!U i-JH ! LE NC f " u:- < 1 : 
.:,, > :£~- Ei-1COUN · ; · = 1 T~MC:lluN ·• 
l Oi) ~ OCMT~ :~ , 'i 
1~ '.l PRlNf "ite1•1: ";ll t:.l1CO:.Jr" 
. " .-. ~ 
120 1 N~Ul # 1 , 1 D:f, t{ l IJ$, NOL . :, ~.<NOL.i, MON, r :MLN, FOF'UL, ,::, .~:>-, riB:f, AC$, AD:f, AE:f, 
AFS, AG$, AHS, Ar$, ~~s , ~Kx, ~L$, AM$, ANS, ~o•, APW, AQS, AHS, Pas, ~T•, AU:f, 
AVS, AWS, AX:f, ~Ya, AlX, b • ~. &Es , scs . ~DS, BES, BF•, BG•, ~H:t, Bl~. ~~ -
~3U INP~T #1, ~K~ , tL$ , bM:f , d~$, BOS, ~PS, ~Qs, BR$, BSS, bTS, 6US, BVS, bWS, ~ 
XS, BYS, BZS , ~~-. c~s . cc~. cu~ . CES, CFS , L~:f, CHS , C!j, CJ$ , FILS, F IL~• . Ck• 
, F.LL.5~ , C.LS , FlL4:f. , ::M:f., 1...fl l:f, SUSJ ll: , F-Ut-\F'l .t , A13EN1.;, EFSl:S: , OAU; , HL8L•l$, iF 
1-t 
140 INPUT #1, ENP1$, WHlt, WCP 1C, PPlS, EMUlS, LPT2S, SUBJ2S, PURP2$ , AGEN2S, aF 
S2S , OA25, HLB02S , TP2~, ENP:s, WH~S, WCP 2* 
150 INPUl #1, PP2~, EMU2$, ~PT3$ , SUBJ 3$, ~URP3$ , ~GEN3S, EFS3$, 0~3$ , HLBC3$ , T 
P3$, ENP3$, WH3 S, WCP3S 
16U !NPUT #1, PF3S, EMU3S, L~r4s, SUBJ4S, ~UR~4s, AGEN~•. EFS4$, OA4$, H~BO~•. ) 
P4$, ENP4$, WH4$, WCP4$ 
170 INPUT #1, PP4$, EMU4$, LPT5$, SUBJ5S, PURP5$, AGEN5S, EFS5$, OA5S, HLB05$, T 
P5$, ENP5$ , WH5.r, WGF":iS 
180 INPUT # 1 , PP5S, ::MU5$, MI NOR$, GRP2$, GRP3S, GRP4S, L'A$, DBS, l)C:I' , 01"1-':f , OT!-; 
2$ , OTH3$, OTH4$, DD$, DES, DFS, DG:<>, l)OC:>:, co1s, C02.f, C0.3S, PERW, PERB, F'ERH, 
PERO, PERE, PERR, PEKC, l NC011E, PBPL, POPULA Tl UN, PLAYESNO$ 
190 IF LEN<AGE~1$) > 8 THEN L~T AGENlS LEFTS <AGENlS,8) 
200 IF LEN ( A8Ei~2S I > t:l THEi~ t...:=::1 AGC:N2$ LEFT$ ( i-\GE1~2:f, R l 
210 ff LEN ( AGEN3 $) ,> i3 THEN LET AGEN3$ LEFT:f \ AGEN:ss '8 ) 
220 IF LEN<AGEN4$) > 8 TH~N ~ET AGEN4$ LEFTSIHGEN4$,8J 
230 IF LEN <AGEN~:S) ;> 8 THEN LET AGEN5$ LEt=TS <AGEN::iS, Bl 
2 40 IF LEN<C01$) > 8 THEN LET coa LEFTS(C01$,8) 
250 IF LEN ( co2:r) > a ThEN LET C02$ = LEF"f$ ( C02$ '8) 
2 o0 l F LEN ( C03$) ., 3 THEN LE I c o3s: = LEFT$ ( CU3 1= '8) 
270 IF LEN<DA$l > 8 THEN LET DA$ LEFT$(DAS,8 ) 
280 IF· LEN <DB$ l > 8 THcN LET DB:f. LEFTS <DE>S, 8 I 
290 IF LEN i DC$ l > 8 THEN LET DC.f LE~TSIDC$,8l 
3 00 IF LEN ( l)DS > > 8 THEN LET OD$ LEFT$ (DOS, 8 > 
310 IF LEN<DDC:&;) > 8 THEN LET DOCS = LEFT$1DDC$,8l 
320 IF LEN<DE$) > 8 THtN LET DE$ LEFTSIDES,S i 
330 IF Ll:iN<OF$l > 8 THEN LET DF.t = LEF-1-$1!>FS,8) 
340 IF LEN<DGS> > 8 THEN LET OG$ = LEFT$ (LJG$ 9 8' . 
3:':.0 lF LEN<EFSlSI > 8 THEN LET EFS1$ LEFT:t<EFS1$,8l 
360 IF LEN<EFS2$l > 6 THi::N LET EFS.2°" LEFT$(EFS2:t,8) 
370 IF LEN<EFS3$ ) > 8 THEN LET EFS3$ LEFY:tiEFS:.>$,8 ) 
380 IF LEN<EFS4$J > 8 THEN LET EFS4$ LE""TS<EFS4:t,BJ 
390 IF LEN<EFS5$l > 8 THEN LET EF35$ LEFT:t<tFS5$,8l 
400 IF LEN<EMUlSl :> 8 THEN LET EMUU-· LEFTS<EMUl:S,Bl 
410 IF LEN<EMU2$) > 8 THEN LET EMU2$ LEFT:t<EMU2:t,B> 
420 IF LEN(EMU3$J > 8 THEN LET EML!3$ LEFT:t1EMU:O.S,~l 
430 IF LEN(EMU4$l > 8 THEN LET EMU4$ LEFTSIEMU4$,8) 
44(1 IF LEN<EMU5Sl :> 8 f'"IEN LET EMUS$ LEFTS<EMU5S, El 
450 IF LEN<ENP1$) > 8 THEN ~ET ENPl:! LEF T$ (ENP1S,8 ) 
460 1 F LEN< ENP '..:!S l > 8 i"H::.O~ U:. f t;l~F-'2$ :...i:::FT :O> < 1::'.NP2:!, 8 l 
470 IF LEN <ENP3 S) > 8 THtN LET E.NP:;;:t LEF"l $ IENP:O.$ ,8> 
480 IF Ll:::JH ENP4.t l ;, t:l THEN _ET :=: Nt=· ~ ~ LEF·:- .i 1t::t..:f-'1~:t, 6 l 
490 IF LEN ( ENP5$ > > 8 THEN LE :· ENt-'5$ LC:Fl :!:( t:l·lP5$, o > 
50u IF LEN<FILS> > 8 THEN LET FIL$= LEFl$1FlL$,~ ; 
510 IF LEN<FIL2$ > , 8 THEN L~T FIL2S LEFTi< F IL2$,8) 
520 IF LENIFIL3 S l ~ lHEN 1...E f =IL3S LEFT~ l~! t...~l",bl 
~30 IF LEN<FlL4$) > 8 T~N ~er ~IL4~ LEFf.flrlL4$, o) 
540 IF LEtHGRP2$) / 8 THtN Lt:. GRP2:0. U:orT.f\b~i=-::::0, .c. 1 
EXHIBIT llc 
- w '•. ' -• ~:. :. l •I \ . ..J!'"' .. - ·._,-t ·f 
114\J ! 1-· AGEN1$ 
1150 IF AGEN2$ 
llbC> .iF AGEN3$ 
11 70 IF AGEN4$ 
1180 r;: AGEN5S 
1190 1 t= AH$ 
12C•0 IF AIS 
EXHIBIT llc 
..:. ..:: 1 ·' .1 :- r , .,; ·' ! ~~ 1· ,-,, .. 
1;.;.; 2 \.1 !.= H i< . .;.· 1:-1 ::0:1·! i-';f ~ .. 
i :~~j(; ~ t- i:·1L-i f r. E::.1 '! ; ~ , _.r 
1.._ 4 (_. lF o'.-\:1~ 
. '"::- ··J ' ,j-j.i 
l '...::'J <) iF AN.$ 1 H::.N ,.:,1 •• .;; 
l ::: ~ c u- ;:,Q:t I "iE:~~ H :jJ. 
l .27tJ l t- .4t-' $ ~ HE.:\i 141-' :t 
1 2 t'l ll i;:. ,.:,Q:l: T -t :::t·J ,...~Q .f. 
! 2 7'0 i F AR.$' THt::N AR$ 
: : .O(; 1F ,.., ::;:); : r1E :~ .:;3.t 
13 10 '.!. F A"f :f 1 HE ! ~ 1'..1T t: 
1.:::.L· IF ~. U:J> THf:.N MU~ 
-
.. 
13 3 0 IF AV~ THt::N AVl' 
13 4 0 I F AW$ THEN AW$ 
1:.:::50 lF AX$ THEN ,;x.t 
1360 IF ~) Y$ •HEN 14Y$ 
1370 I t= 14l$ !'HEN Al~' 
138') ff Bi4$ 1H:::N 13"1-" 
1390 IF BB$ THEN t:IB$ 
1400 ff BC$ THt::N BC$ 
1'110 IF- BD$ THEN BD:t 
1420 IF l<E$ THEN BE:l-
14:SO IF BFS TH::t..; ~F$ 
1440 :iF BG:; THEN BG:t 
1450 IF BH$ Tt-:EN BH:t " " 
1460 IF BU: THEN E>I$ 
1470 I F BID!: = II U THEN BID$ 
1480 IF BJ$ TloiEN BJ$ 
1490 IF Bf($ THEN BK$ 
1500 IF BL$ THEN BL$ 
1510 IF BM$ THEN BM:f. 
1~20 IF llN$ THEN BN$ = .. 
1530 IF BNCL$ = "" THEN BNOL$ 
1540 IF 80$ l'HEN BO$ 
1550 IF BP$ THEN BPJ: 
1560 IF BQ$ THEN BQ$ 
157(1 IF BR$ THEN BR$ 
156(1 IF BS:!: TloiEN BS$ 
1590 IF BT$ THEN BT:f. 
loOO ·IF BU$ THEN BU$ 
1610 IF BV$ THEN BV$ 
1620 IF BW$ THEN BW$ 
1630 IF BU THEN BX$ 
1640 IF BY$ THEN BY$ 
1650 IF BZ$ THEN BZ$ 
1660 IF CA$ THEN CA:t 
1670 IF CB$ THEN CB:f. 
1680 IF CC$ THEN CC$ 
1690 IF CD$ THEN CD$ 
1700 IF CE$ THEN CE$ 
1710 IF CF$ THEN CF$ 
172<.> IF CG$ 1HEN CG$ 
1730 IF CH$ THEN CH$ 
1740 IF Cl$ THEN CU 
1750 IF CJ$ THEN CJ:f 
176L> IF CK$ THEN CK:f 
177(> IF CL$ THEN CL$ 
1 "/8(1 IF CMS THEN CM.$ 
1790 If" C01$ THEN CC.' 1 .0: 
18UO IF C02$ = ,, .. !'HEN L.;l)2$ 
1810 IF C03$ 
"" 
nu THEN C03$ 
1820 IF DA• THE.N LIA$ 
1830 IF 0£:1:5 THEN I>B$ 
l84l• IF DC• THEN l.JC$ 
1850 IF DO.$ THEN DD$ 
18o0 IF DDC:f 
"' 
It u THEN DlJ(;.f 
/ I.. 11- ;J t:.$· 
b V l :-· _.F l' ' :-;::. . .: r,;- 4 
;·HEN CG.O: l. ·i'O le--: L'i.3 4:= 
l ., ,_,u l r ~-Fa i ... !Hi::':N E;:; .-;1:' 
I rl f .N t'..i-,,,;,;: ~: 
·, H=.N C.:- :>3.f 
rt lEN t:t=t>~ .r 
TH~ . ~ E.f- S5~ 
THEN E:1U l l ' 
t'HEN E•·1UL$ 
fHEN C.t1U3.f: 
:·. -' 1 <• 
1 .:,i .2(.: 
_ ·n.~1 
1Y~ll 
.. 7::.0 
l 76v 
19/0 
l'i80 
1990 
200 0 
20 i(J 
~: ; (1'..:;(I 
2V3C 
2ll40 
2050 
:.::06(1 
2070 
2080 
2U'7U 
2ll•O 
2110 
2 120 
2130 
:.2 140 
'..:.150 
2160 
:..'.170 
2 180 
:..:190 
2200 
2210 
2220 
2:.:!30 
:;::240 
2250 
22b0 
2270 
2280 
2290 
2300 
~310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2:>80 
23~0 
2400 
2410 
2420 
2430 
244(> 
2 450 
2 .:+bl) 
2470 
2480 
24'10 
2:300 
2510 
;.:,~20 
tF EF::;2.; 
H- EFS'.:".o 
.l F E!=fl4£ 
ff EFS::i.t 
! F t:}ttJl;: 
I !-' 
I F 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
I F 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
ff 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
.IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
El'IU2$ 
EMu:~.$ 
EMU4$ 
EMU3$ 
El~PU 
ENP2$ 
ENP3:f· 
El~P4$ 
ENP!:i.f 
FIL+ = HI! 
FIL2$ 
FIL3$ 
FIL4$ 
GRF'2$ 
GRF'3$ 
GRP4$ 
HLl::<OlS 
HLB02$ 
HLEI03$ 
HLB04$ 
HLB05$ 
ID:l: = 
LPTU: 
LPT2$ 
LPT3$ 
LPT4$ 
LPT5$ 
MINOR$ 
NOL$ 
OA1$ 
OA2$ 
OA3$ 
OA4$ "' 
OA5$ "' 
OTH$ '"' " 
THEN Et1U4$ 
THEN EMU~$ 
THEN ENF'l$ 
T .-iEN ENP2$ = 
THSN ENP~:$ 
THEN ENP4$ 
THEN ENP;5$ 
THEN FIL$ = " " 
THEN FIL2$ 
THEN F'IL3$ 
THEN FIL4$ 
THEN Gi'\P2 :f. 
THEN SRP3$ "" 
THEN GRP4$ 
" THEN HLBO 1$ 
" THEN HLB02$ 
" 1HEN HLB03$ 
THEN HLB04$ 
THEN 11LBO~$ 
THEI~ 10$ = " " 
THEN LPT1*° 
THEN LPT2$ 
THEN LPT3$ 
THEN LPT4$ = 
THEN LPTS:t 
"" THEN MINOR$ 
THEN NOL.$ 
THEN OA1:f. = 
THEN OA2$ 
THEN OA3$ 
THEN OA4.f 
THEN OA5$ 
THEN OTHS 
IF OTH2$ " THEN O"fH2$ 
IF OTH3.i = " THEN OTH3$ 
IF OTH4$ "' "" THEN OTH4$ 
IF PLAYESNO$ s "" THEN PLAYESNO$ 
IF PP1$ THEN PP1$ 
IF PP2$ TnEN PP2.f 
IF PP3$ THEN PP3$ s 
IF PP4$ THEN PP4$ 
IF PP5$ THEN PP5$ 
IF PURP1$ THEN PURP1$ 
IF PURP2$ THEN PURP2$ 
IF PURP3$ THEN PURP~S 
IF PUHP4S THEN PUHP4• 
IF PURP~$ THEN PW~~~· 
IF SUBJ1$ THE~ ~UBJi:f. 
IF 8Ui<J2i' THEN SUBJ2$ 
IF SUBJ3$ THEN SUBJ3~ 
IF SUBJ4t: THEN SUl::<J4$ 
IF SUBJ5~ TH~N SUBJ5~ 
IF TPlS THEN TP1~ 
IF TP2i· THEN TF'2$ "' 
IF TP3s • THtN TP3$ 
EXHIBIT llc 
... . ., .:,.,_, .l j' 
:. : ' ~ '", ~ r 
-.J-' '· J !F 
: :;_;oLi JF 
..2:-; ~'(• 1 i= 
:.:·.:;t:io I.7 
:.;_;;9(, lF 
:..6(.o i F 
•. .:::. 1 (I fr" 
""'.:>20 lF 
..:630 It= 
I I~ .. ; .:::· ... .. 
"i r- · ~· • .:: ~ 
WC..~ .ti,: 
w~1-· :..:$ 
~lLr·3$ 
-~ c=·4.i, 
WCt" :::.:f. 
WHlJ: 
WH2t 
VJH3$ 
WH 4:o-
I r1 1: l ·I 1- q~, 
--
•i i::. !'.. : F-·~ ... . \. ~ 
; r1l::.l'l .AJ ~ t-·1 .... 
·:I lE. f,· _oJ ;..;f< ' .r. 
TrlEt-" l .. ..:t=•"jf;. 
fi-iE:'t~ i.,.:.f-·4.r. 
THEN w..:t-·:;;s 
·1 HE.N WM :.3 
THt:I\: WH~.i: 
·;H::::N WH .:'.S 
THEN Wri_,.t 
2~40 I F WH5 $ THEN wH~~ 
EXHIBIT llc 
2 6 50 WR I fE ~2 , i DJ:, BID$, "\IOL$, BNLll -? , t1DN , f'MDN , POPU:.... , t"·A.i' , AS$, Ai.;$ , ...:,;:.;:!· , A!::1 
, AF$, AG$, AH$, Al$, AJS, AKS, ALS, AMS , AN•, AO$, AP$, ~~·. ARS, As~. ~T•. ~c· 
, AV$, AWS, A, s , AYS, ~ZS, 8Ar , BB$, SCJ:, BOS, BE$, ~F•, ~~s, BHs, 61S, ~J• 
~660 WRil~ ~~ . BKS, ~L$, EM~, BN• , ~ow, e~s. ~QS, BR•, bSS , BTS, BU•, BV~ . BWS, 
BXS , BYS, bZ$, l~S , C~s, CCS, cux, CES , CFS, ~GS, ~HS , Cls, CJS , FlL,, V !~~•. LK 
•• FIL~•. CLS, FlL4S , CMS, LP f lS, SUBJ!S, PURPlS, ~GENlS, EFcil S , o~:s , ~~b~l •, T 
F 1$ 
2 670 WRITE #2, ENP1S, WHlS , WCPlS, PPl S, EMUlS, LPT2$, SU~J2S, PURP2S , n~EN~S , E 
FS2$ , OA2$, HLB02S, TP2S, ENP2S, WH2S , WCP2S 
2680 WRITE #2, FP2s, EMU2S , LPT3s, SUBJ J S, PURP3$ , A~EN3S, EFS3S, o~~·. ~L~03S, 
IP3S , EN~3S, WH3S, ~CP~$ 
269(> WRITE 412, f-'P3S, EMU3s, LPT4S· , SUBJ4S, PURP4J:, Al>EN4$, EFS4:S, OA4$, :-1LSlJ4:i, 
TP4$, ENP4$, WH4$, WCP4$ 
2700 WRITE #2, f'P4S, EMU4S, LF"f:3$, SUBJ5$, PURP5$, i:.GEN5$, EFS5~, UA5$ 1 :-iLB05.f , 
TP5$, ENP5$, WH5$, WCP5$ 
2710 WRITE 82, PP5$, EMU~$, MINORS, GRP2S, GRF3S, GRP4S, DA$, DBS, DC$, OTHJ: , UT 
1-12$, OTH3$, OTH4$, DD$, DE$, [IF$, DG$, DOC$, S01$ 1 C0:2$, C03:t, PERW, PERB, PE~H, 
PERO, PERE, PERR, PERC, I NCOMC:, ? BPL, F·OPULAT l Ot~, PLAYEi3NU$ 
2720 WEND 
2730 PR I NT "ID: ",ID$,"BID: " ,BIL>$ 
2740 CLCSE 
2750 SYSTEM 
2760 END 
EXHIBIT lld 
State Append Program 
EXHIBIT lld 
! ~.' ·- ·r OQr c\.11 ~~· - t-. o i....:.: ... . • ,j .. , ~(...' c-'L'-W f .,.; ! ·l~.i ~'-: ~~:1\.. ~ 
2 •. ) fh J. ~ pr·c~r :.:. i; l .. ·=> ~:..·'l .1. t.J ~ ~Y ~,, t · 1 Lc~ 1 1 LI\ c. i:;.3 r:..; n1 11._ ~, .! . ..;,; ; ~ 
...::.O · ::i~tl , •'"- : ~ ~ :;~ -. . •il ! ', \fJC'\ Y JL l.cll. t · E:" l.Jr-,: 1~ t"Sl tl;E.· pr ~$,~J1 ._ .. .. 111.; 
""- I) 
_. . J 'SU ••.• L~\.S ~~ - -::.·. c::0r t ~u . ... ... . 
6l) 
/1"l 
ao 
'tt> 
95 GOSUB :::ilJO OC> " 'e ssc.<C)lO' ~ubr· oL1l111 .: 
100 'INPUT data dnd ch~ck M(D$ and Assign the proper titate. 
110 CNT =, 1.> 
~ '.20 OPEi·~ ".; : ~1w: · k.<l "' t ' t-Ok lN~ ·· UT AS *l 
130 OPEN "a :::Jl ;'1TC:. . 0AT" FUR AFt-END AS # 2 
i.::5 c;:..::;: KE 'r OFF ; LL.Lei TE 1:..:, .::.o; I' R It~ l ",.., ,.. o::eSl;.l nq •••• ' 
140 WHILI:': NOT t:Or \ ll 
141 CNT = CNl + l 
142 LOCAT C: !6,39:COLOR 0 ,7:PRIN T CNT 
150 GOSUB 40( 1(1U · SL1bn .. 1ut i flt! that ..:: 011tai ns INPUT stii'.: emen Ls 
160 I F ( <BID$'"' " ") :..iR <Bil'.i$-' "")> THEN f Ei?T$ M1D:f.IID.o: ,3,4 ) :GGTO 180 
170 IF (<ID$ = " "i Di'< <IDS = '"' : ) THt::N TES'f$ M lD~: (B!D$.3,4> 
180 IF <TEST$ >= "0001'' ) 11ND <TEST~ < = "0034") THE.N STATE$,. "AL":GOTO 7 0•:> 
190 IF <TEST$ >= "0035") AND 1TE.S'!'$ < = "003 6' ' ) THEN STATE:f. "At<":GOTO 7(•(' 
20U IF <TEST$ >• "0037"1 AND <TEST$ < = "005~ ") THEN ST ATES "AZ":GOTO 700 
2 10 IF <TEST.i >"' "0053" ) AND <TESTS <= ' ' 0071 ") THEN STATE$ "AR": GOTO 70t> 
220 IF <TESTS >= "0072"> AND <TEST$ ( c "0193") THEN STATE$ "CA":GOTO 7<)0 
230 I F <TEST$ ·> ,,,. "0194"> AND <TEST:t < = " 0 21:..'i"l THEN STATE..i "CO":Go·rn 7 0) 
2 40 IF <TEST$ >= "0216 ") ANO <TEST• <~ ' 0252'' ) THEN ST AT:::$ ' CT " :Go r o 7)0 
2:30 IF \TESTS >=- '' Q253" j AND <TEST$ '· "" " 0'.:~9"l THEN s ;·ATE.$ "DE":GOfO '?00 
260 IF <TESTS = "02b0") THEN !::iTATE$ : "DC": GC:TO 700 
270 IF <TESTS >-= "C26l '' J AND <TES'!'$ ( a "0322"l THEN STl=.'!'E.i: 
280 IF <TEST$ >"' "0323" ~ AND <TEST$ <= " 0363 " ) THEN STATE$ 
290 IF <TEST$ = "0364"l '!'HEN STATE$ : "H!":GOTO 700 
300 IF <TEST$ >= " 036::,j" l AN:> (~'EST5 < = "0372" l THEN STATE$ 
310 IF <TEST$ >= " (137:;. " l HND <TEST$ <. : "0500") THEN STATE$ 
320 IF <TEST$ >= "0501"l AND <TEST$ ( c "0538") THEN STATE$ 
:;30 IF <TE5T$ >"'" " 053<;·" l AND <Tt::ST$ <.= "C:::::8 " ) THEN STA TES 
3 4 0 IF- <TEST$ >= "0:359"1 AND <TEST$ < = " O:':i70"l ~HEl'li ~l'IATES 
35(1 IF <TEST$ >= "0571") AND <TESTS < = " 0604 " l THEN STATES 
"FL":GOTO 700 
"GA": GOTO 70ll 
·'ID": GOTO 700 
"IL": GOTO 7 C·~> 
"IN": GOTO 7(1(1 
"IA": GOTO 7(H) 
"t'-S 11 : 700 
11 KY": 
360 IF <TESTS>"' "0605") {)ND <TEST$ < = "0641"> THEN Sl~\TE" "' "!...A": 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
7(10 
7 (:0 
~70 IF <TESTS ~= "16~5"l AND <TEST$ <= "17~6"l THEN STATE$ 11 MA 11 : 
380 IF <TEST$ >= "0642" l AND <TEST$ <: "0643") THEN STA.IE$ • "ME": 
7C1v 
700 
39(1 IF <TEST$ >= "Ob44" ) ANC <TEST$ <"' "066.5" l THEN STATES 
400 IF <TEST$): " <)664") AND <TEST$ <: "073a"l THEN STATE:t 
410 IF <TEST$ >'"' "0739"! AND <TEST$ <= "07b7"l THEN STATE$ 
420 IF <TEST$ ): "07b8") AND <TEST:f <. : "0800" > THEN STATE$ 
11 MD 11 : 
"MI": 
11 MN 11 : 
"MS": 
/ ( •(I 
7 (10 
Go:o 7 1)v 
GOTO 7uO 
4 3 0 IF <TES1S >'"' " 08•)1") ANO lTEST$ <. '-' "0829") THEN STATES 00 "tlC": GO'IO 7~• (1 
440 IF <TEST$ >= " 0830") ANO l TEST$ < = "0837" > THEN STATE$ "t1T": GOTU 7(>0 
450 !F <TEST~ >~ " 0838") AND lTEST.;; < = "0848"l THEN b'1ATE$ 0 NB 11 : 
4b0 IF <TEST$ >= " 0849"1 ANO <TEST$ ( : "0853 " ) THEN STATE.$.., ";'\IV": 
GOTO iv(1 
GOTO 700 
GJTO ·, ( l (l 470 IF <TEST$ >: "0854"1 AND <TEST$ <. '-" "0857"> THEN S f i1TE$ 
480 IF <TEST5 >= "0858"l ~ND <TEST$ < = "0924"> THEN STATES 
490 IF <TESTS " "" •0.,-::5 .. i nND I TESTS .;:~ "0934") THE.N STATf. S 
:::;oo lF <TEST$ >,,. " :)93::i '') ANIJ ( fEST S <. = "1 (•4 2 "1 THEil S!AT E.f. 
510 IF <TEST$.>= ·•10.:+.Y '; AN!) cr:::ST$ < •• "-' '1113") 1i'iC.I~ !:HA rE. t: 
520 (f' <TEST$ >= "1116" ; AND <1ES1$ (; . "112()'' ) fHEN STPfE.s: 
5:;.c IF <TESTS>= "1121' ) .:.\f\ID \ 10::ST$ .,;, : '' !21o ") THEN 5 ·1,:..r:;.s 
540 IF <TEST.$ >= "1217"l t..\ND <TEST $ <;' ·12: .. ::>" l THElll STATC:~: 
550 IF <TEST:e >'"' "1234"l AND <TESf:l <= ''125'."l THEN S:T,.,T£s 
~b0 IF <TEST$ >= '12:3::;" l 141~0 <fSST ~ < = "l 3 4:.: " > TdEN STA! E.t· 
570 r F <TEST-* >= " 1::44" ; .~ND <TEST.'; <. "- "1::: . .5 /"" 1 THcN ST.~;E.t 
580 IF <1EST.t ',>= "13~8 .' l Aim < rEST~ <. = ":39:.'."l THEN ST~TE~ 
::;9(1 IF <TEST.f ,-=- "139::!" ') AMI.) <TE.Sf.$ , ~ " 13-.6"l "i HEI~ Sli:.TEs. 
600 lF <TEST ~ ? '"' "13~7") A~U <rEB1$ < ~ "14~9") THEN s · ~Tt':~ 
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720 W<=:Nu 
730 CL.OSE #1 
7 4 (1 CL.OSE 1~2 
: 1 4 5 COLOR 7, 0 
7::-G EN!) 
30VOlJ ' s t..t Uroui...! 1 1 ~ t o wr .! l~ Ual= ~u ui:\L d t j lc:o 
:; .. _10 1 \J 
,,_.,) 
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::002c1 WR I TE #2' r :}$ . ;:: I!)$. NOL$ . BNOL$. :1Di'<l. BMtJN' i-'OF'UL. . ,:.,,;~. AB:t.. AC:f· ' .~L$' AE 
$ 7 AF$, AG.$, AH$ , Al.f, A.j $, A:·~ $, t-,U <: , i-lMi: , Al~$, .;O$ , l'<F'$ , AQ$, AR$: , AS:l 1 i4T$, A:J 
~. MV$ , ,:.,w.f, AXS, ,:.,,s, MZ$. B~•. BBS, ecs, &LS, BE•, 6~, . t!GS, 6HS, t!!S, ~JS 
:-500 30 WRITE #2, BK$ , BL$, BM$ , BNS, bOS, E-F'.i, J:!Q $ , ER.f, oS$, BT$, BU.f:, 3V:t:, BW$, 
BX$, BYS, az•, CAS , CB$, ccs, co~ . CES, CFS, ~G•. CH• , Cl~, CJ•. FIL$, FIL2•, L 
K$ . FlLJ$ 1 CLS, F lL4t, ~M$, LFTlS, SUBJ l :f, PUR?l$, i-lGENlS, EFS1$, Oi-115, HL&Ol:f., 
TF'l $ 
3004(1 WR I TE #2, ENP 1 $ , WH l $, WCP 1 $, PF' 1 $, EMU l $, LPT2:t , SUBJ 2$ , PURP2S, /:.GEN2S , 
EFS2Z, OA2$ , HL&0 2$ , TF'2$, ENP2$, WH2S , WCF':i: $ 
3 005t> WR I TE ;f2, PF'2$, EMU2:i , LPT3$ , SUBJ3$, PURP3$, AGEN3$, EFS3S, OA3$, HLB0 3$, 
TP3$, ENP3:5, Wt-13$, WCP3 $ 
3006 (1 WRITE ~2 , PP3S, EMU3$ , LP.f4.f, SU6J4S, PLi~F'4$, AGEN4:t., EFS4S, OA4$, HL.B04$, 
TP4S, ENP4$, WH4S, WCF'4S 
3 0070 WRlTE #2 , PP4S, EMU4$, LFT5$, SUS,J5$, ~uRP~$ . AGEN5$, EFS~s. OA~•. HLB05$, 
TP5$, ENP5$, WH5$; WCP~$ 
30080 WRITE 412 , P,005$, EMU5$, MINOR$, GRF'2.f, GRF'3S, GRF'4$, DA:l', DB$, DC$ , o : H$, 0 
fH2:t. OTH3$' OTH4$' DD$. DE$. DF$. OG$. DOC$' co 1 $' C02:$' co31:. F'ERW' PERB' PERH 
, PERO, PERE, PERR, PERC, INCOME, PBPL, PC::PULATION, PLAYESNO$,STATE$ 
30090 RETURN 
40000 'subroutine to input ~ala FROM the dat a file 
400 10 
40020 
40030 I NPUT f. 1, l i)J:, 3 1 !)$, .'IJ LiL .t, Bt~OL.f, MON, 8:10N , FOPUL., AA;t. , AB$ , AC.t: , o=lu.t, 1 \E.. 
S, AF$, AG$, AH$, Al$, AJ$, A~:$, AL$, AM$, AN$, AC$, AP$, AQ$, AR$, AS.i, ATS, AU 
$, AVS, AW$, AX$, AY$, AZ$, BA$, BB$, 5C$, BD$, BES, BF$, BG$, BH$, Bl$, BJ$ 
40(140 INPUT $f1, BKS, BLi, l:IM$, BN:i, BOS, BP$, BQ$, BR$, BS:t, BT$, BU$, . BV$, BW$, 
BX$, BY$, BZ•, CAS, CB$, CCS, CDJ:, CE$, CF$, CG~: , CH$, CIS, CJ$, F!L$1 FIL.2$, C 
KS, FIL3S, CL$, FIL4$, CMS, LPTl ~ , SUBJ1:t:, PURP l:l' , AGEN1$, EFS1$, 0Al$, HLBU1 $ , 
TP1$ 
40050 INPUT #1, ENP1S, WHlS, WCPl:i, PP1J:, EMUl$, LPT2$, SUBJ2$ , PURP2$ , n GEN2 $ , 
EFS2$, OA2:l', HLB02$, TF2$, ENP2$, WH2$ , WCF'2$ 
40060 INPUT 411, PP2S, EMU2$, LPT3$ , SUBJ3$, PURF'3:f. , AGEN3$, EFS3$, OA:>J: , HLB03.$, 
TP3$, ENP3$, WH3$, WCP3$ 
40070 INPUT #1, PP3$, E'1U3S, LPT4$, SUBJ4$. PURP4$, AGEN4$, EFS4:f., OA4 ,.: , HL904$ 7 
TP4$, ENP4$, WH4$, WCP4$ 
40080 INPUT 4*1, PP4S, EMU4$, LPT5$, SUBJ5$, PURP5S, AGEN5$, EFS5$, OA5$, HLBo::;s, 
TP3$, ENP5S, WH5$, WCP5$ 
40090 INPUT 4*1, PP5$, EMU5$, MINOR$, GRP2$ , GRP3$, GRP4$, DA$, DE:<$, DC$ , OTH$, u 
TH2$, OTH3 S, OTH4S, DD:i, DE.S, DFJ:, !JGt:, DOCS, C01 $ , C02:l', C03$, F'ERW, PEf";b, "'ERH 
, PERO, PERE, PERR, PERC, INCOM~, P BPL, POPUL~f ibN, PLA YESNU$ 
40100 
40110 REl URN 
50000 'mess01ge subroutine 
SOl•lO CLS 
5001::; COLOR 19,C>:PRINT lAB<:.:J> "RE;.o ME • • • 1 1 .. 
50020 COLOR 0,7 
50030 PRINT"This µrogra1o1 requires; "i:: t.c.t .;,. l.id t a fi le 011 'i: l1"" C: Lirivt· 
50040 PRINT"nantecJ WORK.OAT i ;,; presti!.it un l.u:! ::: drlv..,. 
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